












































































































































PART-B

Best Practices in 
Skill Development by Private Sector 

& Civil Society



I. BACKGROUND
IL&FS Skills Development Corporation Ltd (IL&FS Skills) is a joint initiative of IL&FS Education 
& Technology Services Ltd and National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) with a 
mandate to train 4 million people by 2022. IL&FS Skills works with key stakeholders – 
Government (Central and States), private companies (sponsors and employers), Foundations, 
International Bodies, Trainees and Parents - creating a vibrant mix of sponsored and 
trainee/employer paid programmes with a singular objective of addressing the needs of the 
industry and therefore focusing on making students work ready.

II. INTERVENTION
IL&FS Skills offers a bouquet of services, which addresses the manpower demand- supply 
gap i.e. training of youth, creating content of excellence, and offer enterprise development 
services for enhancing performance and productivity.

Training
(a) IL&FS Skills caters to the training needs of school drop-outs, X/XII grade pass-outs, ITI 

students/pass outs, college graduates (including engineering graduates) and various other 
learner groups.

IL&FS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (IL&FS SKILLS)

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan-India

IL&FS Skills

School drop-outs, X/XII grade pass-outs, ITI
students/pass outs, college graduates etc.

2010 – 11 (The group started skill development
programmes in 2006 -07)
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(b) The training programmes are standardized and employment oriented. These are  designed  
to  offer  industry  endorsed  and  technology  driven  modules  for various learner 
segments.

(c)  The offerings include:
• Skills  for  Jobs:  Training  programmes  for  job  seekers  for  domestic  and international 

placements.
• Skills for Schools and Colleges: Training programmes for  students of schools and colleges 

(undergraduates/graduates and post graduates).
• Skills  for  Entrepreneurship:  Self-employment  training  for  Micro,  Small  & Medium 

Enterprises, rural artisans especially women.
• Skills Up-gradation: Re-skilling and up-skilling of people already in jobs including capacity 

building of Government functionaries
• Skills for Trainers: Mastery- Training on facilitation skills and domain specific modules for 

master trainers and trainers
 
Content Development
IL&FS Skills ‘content team includes experienced subject matter experts (SME) and 
Instructional designers (ID) spearheaded by academicians. Content team understands the  
clients’  requirements  through  a  consultative  approach  to  identify  the  core objectives of 
a learning intervention and provide a solution ensuring optimal productivity, quick turnaround 
time and adaptability to client specific requirements

Enterprise Development Services
IL&FS Skills has launched Enterprise Development Services (EDS), to bring multiple SMEs 
together and link them with financing agencies, financial advisors, technology and  marketing 
consultants,  process  improvement,  tax and  legal  advisors etc.  EDS addresses challenges 
faced by SMEs by making the required ecosystem available at one place.

To address the demand-supply gap, the IL&FS model adopts:
•    Hub & Spokes Implementation Model
 IL&FS Skills delivers its programmes through a network of technology enabled, workplace 

simulated training centres operational in hub and spokes model. Hub is a mutli skilling 
institute offering training in more than 3 job roles and spokes are single trade institutes 
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which the extended arms of the hubs that make skill training available to youth who are 
hitherto untouched. Hub provides manpower, implementation and monitoring support 
to the spokes enabling them to take skills and livelihood opportunities to every corner of 
India

• Linkages with Employers, Demand aggregation & Industry Ready Training 
IL&FS Skills has a network of 1000+ employers in various sectors involved in content 
development, pre-screening of students through an entry gate assessment and ensuring 
100% job  placement opportunities for each batch commencing their training.

• Multimedia Content & Holistic Training Intervention
Content services developed by IL&FS Skills is called K-Skills (Knowledge Skills) 
including K-yan (Knowledge Vehicle - an integrated computer cum projector – all 
in one device), multimedia content and NOS aligned print content mapped to NSQF 
available in 8 languages , training of trainers (MASTERY) is a comprehensive learning 
solution offered to wide spectrum of audiences at a low cost of delivery.

 To   ensure   a   360   degree   development,   all   the   programmes   across   sectors   
is supplemented value added modules (VAM) aimed to improve the English language 
skills, IT skills and behavioural quotient of the students boosting their confidence levels 
and building coping skills in them . 

III. IMPACT
(1) Started as a pilot skill development programme in the apparel sector in 2006-7, today 

IL&FS Skills has an annual training capacity of 1.5 lakh people through 300+ institute 
of skills branded as IL&FS Institute of Skills (IIS) across 24 states covering 271 districts 
(including Left Wing Extremism (LWE) affected districts, Jammu & Kashmir, hilly terrains 
of north-east and some of the most backward areas) offering training in 85+ job roles.

(2) Skilled   more   than   1.6   million   people   pan-India   capacitating   them   for employment. 
Of these, approximately 6.5 lakh people have been skilled through placement linked 
programmes with 75 % placement. 48% of the successful trainees are women. Many 
of them are first time entrants into the formal work set up and have evolved from being 
unskilled helpers to skilled operators and supervisors. IL&FS Skills has trained 3,000 
differently abled youth and successfully linked with jobs in multiple sectors such as IT, Retail 
etc.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The  learner  centric  approach  ensures  a  strong  foundation  of  skills  for employability 

and smooth transition from classroom to workplace
• Improved access to skills and livelihood opportunities through hub and spoke model.
• Effective linkage with industry through Demand aggregation
• Using multimedia content to ensure standardized training and increased trainee interest at 

a low cost
• Securing placement linkages linking each trainee to a job
• Community engagement facilitates mobilization of candidates to reach out to maximum 

beneficiaries
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• Counseling the right candidate for the right job using the designed trade wise selection tests 
on attitude, aptitude and aspiration

• Training on pedagogy and domain specific modules of trainers who are certified by Sector 
Skill Council (SSC) and have relevant industry experience

• Replicating the workplace at the training centers to create a real life working experience 
through simulated classrooms, labs and workshops

• Supplementing domain  training  with  modules  in  functional  English,  digital literacy and 
life skills to ensure 360 degree development

• Continuous monitoring of progress of learner through conducting formative and summative 
assessments

• Post placement tracking and career counselling to keep the center connected with the 
alumni.

Contact information: Ketul.Acharya@ilfsindia.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Creating Entrepreneurship and Employment Opportunities for Women in India (Disha) project 
was launched by UNDP India in partnership with IKEA foundation, Xynteo and  IDF  in  2015.  
Project  Disha  involves  partnerships  with  leading  private  sector entities to design, 
implement and train young women with a view to increase their participation in paid 
employment.  In 2015, Project Disha approached Jindal Stainless Steel Lifestyle Limited (JSL) 
with a proposal for a project aimed at promoting mobilization and skilling of rural women and 
girls for employment in steel – a sector which was unknown and unreachable for women. JSL 
not only agreed to skill women in stainless steel applications including cutting, welding, 
polishing, packing, quality control, it also gave an assurance of providing placement to all the 
girls who would receive training.

II. INTERVENTION
Initially, mobilization of women for factory jobs in a state known for low sex ratio and strong 
patriarchal norms proved to be a difficult task. The project team held meetings with 
Sarpanches (village heads), women in polytechnics, ITIs, schools and in the villages to 
convince them for joining the training programme. They were briefed about the available 

PROJECT DISHA WITH JINDAL
STAINLESS STEEL

LIFESTYLE LIMITED, HARYANA

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Haryana

UNDP and Jindal Stainless Steel Lifestyle Limited

Underprivileged   Girls   and   Women  in   Jhajjar
District of Haryana

2015
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opportunities, commitment of the project and also the advantages they would have being the 
first batch of women in the country to work in a sector like steel.

After 5-6 such visits and interactive discussions, a group of 25 women agreed to visit the 
factory and enroll for the course. JSL also invested in separate classrooms, toilets, 
female guards, a woman welfare officer, besides sparing the male supervisors to 
train women during practical lessons. The training provider has co- developed the 
curriculum and are delivering and monitoring quality training. Certification of the trained 
women is being provided by NSDC.

The duration of the training is four months; the trainees are also given training in health and 
safety during this period and later follow safety instructions on the shop floor. JSL provides 
transportation to trainees who come from nearby areas and they are also provided free lunch 
during the training which lasts from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.   After the successful training and 
placement of the first few batches, there is tremendous demand from  other  women  and  girls  
who  wish  to  enroll  themselves  for  the  course.  For sustained placement in future, DISHA 
is meeting other industry houses in the area to convince them to recruit trained women 
workers in their manufacturing units.
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III. IMPACT 
• 3 batches out of total of predefined 6 have been trained in JSL plant in Rohad, resulting in 

75 girls trained and placed (100% retention).
• Given its status as the first ever training programme for women in the stainless steel sector 

in India, this opens up job roles for women in a sector that was traditionally not been seen 
as a career option.

• The women working with JSL have become role models in surrounding villages and have 
inspired other women to step out of their homes and aspire to get trained and employed.

• Capacity  building  for  ITIs  and  Government  Polytechnics  has  been  undertaken 
simultaneously.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The initiative stands out in successfully training women in a sector in which they have not 

been visible at all and bringing them to work at par with men on the shop floor, often in 
highly skilled and supervisory roles.

• The mobilization was difficult for the first batch, but the potential of scaling up is enormous. 
Project can reach out to potential interested industry players such as Tata Steel, SAIL, ZIPS 
in Coimbatore, Bombardier, Bharat Earth Movers Limited, Ashok Leyland, Elstrom.

Contact Information: kanta.singh@undp.org 
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I. BACKGROUND
IBM’s TeachersTryScience (TTS) is a science portal fueled by resources, strategies and  tutorial  
for  science  educators  across  the  globe  to  spark  students’  interest  in Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM). Teachers are encouraged to search for 
grade-specific lessons that are linked to online professional development, which helps them 
implement these in the classroom.

II. INTERVENTION
• Training  teachers  and  teacher  educators  –  introducing  them  to  new  ways  of 

teaching  learning  methodology  through  resources  and  strategies  on TeachersTryScience 
portal.

• Enhancing and enabling contributions to the teacher resource repository through 
the TeachersTryScience portal – during workshops, teachers understand design based 
learning and make lesson plans that are uploaded to the repository. There have been a 
total of around 160 lessons from teachers in 2016-2017. There is a stotal of 500 such 

IBM TEACHERS
TRYSCIENCE PROGRAM

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Karnataka, Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,
Gujarat, Delhi,  Haryana, Maharashtra and 
Madhya Pradesh

IBM India Technology Pvt. Ltd

Addressing the STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) Skill gap 
and bridging this gap through teacher 
capacity building.

2013
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lessons planned across various themes and subjects from Grade 6-10.
• Strengthening communities of practice for sharing best resources and practices 

on STEM education in India through the TTS web portal. Various WhatsApp groups are 
also there across several states.

 The IBM Teachers TryScience program has been designed, aligning with the Ministry of  
Human  Resources  Development  (HRD),  Govt  of  India’s  Rashtriya  Avishkar Abhiyan 
(RAA), National Curriculum Framework 2005 of NCERT, engaging the government teacher 
training institutes like State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT) and 
District Institute of Education and Training (DIETs) and leveraging government resources

III. IMPACT 
In India IBM works with 5 key partners - Agastya International Foundation, Learning Links  
Foundation,  EZ  Vidya,  SRF  Foundation  and  Vikram  Sarabhai  Community Science Centre 
covering about 30,000 schools, 20,000 government teachers, impacting 10 states in 6 regional 
languages.

Major impact on teachers & educators promoting innovative STEM practices using IBM 
Teachers TryScience web resource across the country were the impact on science  resources 
and innovation in classroom teaching. In 2016 alone, the programme trained over 7000 
teachers across India impacting 5000 schools in leading to over 250 lesson plans on the TTS 
web portal with 1 new regional language (Marathi) and a new state of Madhya Pradesh added 
compared to the depth of the engagement. A quick snapshot:

Year           Impact Beneficiary   Impact Teachers/Students 

2013-14 Teachers / Students 10,500 / 4,72,500

2014-15 15,570 / 7,00,650

2015-16 Teachers / Students 32,232/ 17,80,650

Teachers / Students
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IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
IBM Teachers TryScience can be the pivot point for creating a pool of STEM teachers to reduce 
the STEM skill gap in the country through teacher capacity building and quality education 
resources. TTS is already a partner with National Council of Education Research and Training 
(NCERT) and National repository of open education resources (NROER), an initiative of Ministry 
of HRD to bring together all online resources across all stages of school education and teacher 
education and build a strong Community of Practice across India. 
Contact Information: joyeedas@in.ibm.com

 

SUMMARY OF QUANTITATIVE IMPACT:
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EARTHY GOODS
FOUNDATION

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Based in Delhi; targets rural areas in northern
India

Earthy Goods Foundation

Artisans and rural micro entrepreneurs

2007

I. BACKGROUND
The Foundation works primarily with micro enterprises, non-profit livelihood based 
organisations and artisans to build their ability to create marketable products, meet market  
standards  and  earn a secure livelihood.  Across  India, these segments  face unique 
challenges and often lack access to professional inputs in enterprise management, supply 
chain, marketing and operational skills.

The purpose is to ensure that small producers do not get excluded from mainstream markets  
because  of  their  inability to  afford  resources  or  inputs  in  market  trends, product 
innovation & quality, appropriate technology, enterprise skills and access to markets.

II. INTERVENTION
Small Enterprise Center of Excellence
The  Small  Enterprise  Center  of  Excellence  (SECE) aims  to  create  a  supportive
ecosystem for micro and small enterprises that promote traditional livelihoods through a 
portfolio of capacity building programmes and services. The center primarily focuses on 
building operational and marketing capabilities of micro-entrepreneurs.
This is done through intensive implementation of a toolkit developed in-house that enables 
micro entrepreneurs to map their operations and supply chain, understand their cost 
structures, define their markets, build marketing skills, budget effectively and adapt simple 
monitoring processes.
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The programme operates with a combination of hands-on training and mentoring and is highly 
scalable. Its goal is to ensure that micro-enterprises drive generation of secure livelihoods in 
rural India with sustainable capabilities and a strong market orientation. The center anchors a 
market-based platform (www.indianartisansonline.com) for artisans.

The Project has helped the artisans in the following ways:
• Generate  livelihoods  for  several  artisan  communities  and  multiple revenue streams, 

which includes a buyer registration fees, merchandise customization and design fees with 
a margin on direct and indirect orders enhancing sustainability features of the projects.

• Enterprise Capacity Building training including business plans, cost accounting, operations 
management, HR & staffing and review systems.

• Connect artisans to domestic and international markets.
• Course correction: Linkages with financial institutions, digital tracker for change in income 

levels.
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III. IMPACT
• Cumulative target for the period of August 2012 to March 2015 was 22,230 while 24,546 

beneficiaries have been reached, displaying exceeded target by 10%. 
• 80% household level baseline data available for Artisans and NGOs profiled
• 18 lakhs margin on direct orders and 36 lakhs on indirect orders
• 568 independent artisan members, 102 NGO affiliates

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Connect micro entrepreneurs and artisans directly to mainstream market and provide 

market linkages which ensures better return. This also facilitates building critical distribution 
and customer management infrastructure and processes

•    Preserve traditional livelihoods with contemporary skills
•    Online platform with extensive inventory
• Design & Product Development Services to enable partners to create market relevant 

products backed by a reliable supply chain

Contact Information: handcrafted@indianartisansonline.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Wadhwani Foundation was founded in 2000 with the primary mission of accelerating 
economic development in emerging economies through large-scale job creation. Their main 
focus area is ‘job creation and job fulfillment’. The Foundation is present in India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Philippines, East Africa and Latin America, operating in association with 
governments, corporates, and educational institutes.

II. INTERVENTION
National Entrepreneurship Network (NEN) is a flagship initiative of Wadhwani Foundation 
co-founded with IIT Bombay, IIM Ahmadabad, BITS Pilani, SP Jain Institute of Management 
and Research and the Institute of Bioinformatics and Applied Biotechnology. NEN aims to 
inspire, educate, and support student entrepreneurs, startups, and SMEs for creating 
high-value jobs for both existing as well as new enterprises. For new enterprises it provides 
entrepreneurship through people capacity, infrastructure capacity and programmatic capacity. 
Over the past ten years, NEN has trained over 3,000 faculties across 600+ institutes, who 
now regularly offer entrepreneurship courses to more than 100,000 students, annually. More 
than 700+ companies have been created every year.   NEN has also ventured into creating city 
based entrepreneurial  ecosystems  that  would  consist  of  mentors,  investor  and incubators 
supporting startups and SMEs. NEN recently signed an agreement with Ministry of Skill 
Development and Entrepreneurship to scale this to 3000 institutes.

Wadhwani Way Learning Approach

WADHWANI FOUNDATION

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan-India and other emerging economies

Wadhwani Foundation

Accelerating economic development in emerging
economies through large-scale job creation

2013
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The approach adopted for NEN is known as ‘Wadhwani Way Learning Approach’. It basically 
focuses on the principle of ‘Learn, Practice, Start-up and Grow’ as explained in the figure 
above. Learning will be facilitated by Wadhwani foundation through cloud-online platform. 
After learning process, it focuses on skills which will be imparted  through  E-cells  
(entrepreneur  cells)  and  events.  Final  stage  is  growing through connection.

To help address the enormous gap that exists between skills needed by the Indian industry 
and what academia is producing, and the resultant deep fracture in the talent supply chain, 
Wadhwani Foundation set up the  Global Skills Network (GSN) in 2011 facilitating multiple 
high school, college and employer initiatives for entry level mid- skill jobs. GSN aims to equip 
non-college-bound high school graduates with sufficient work-skills to command family 
supporting wages (Rs 12,000+). Earlier it was known as Skill Development Network. Today, 
Network works across 3000 high schools and with over 200,000 students and is embarking 
on scaling this to 15,000 schools over the next three-five years, in partnership with the Indian 
government. GSN is also working with the Central and State Governments to transform ITIs 
to modern manufacturing training hubs and multi-skill institutes, and with employers to 
engage in providing adjunct faculty, internships and apprenticeships. GSN is currently 
operational in India, Bangladesh, Uganda and Kenya.

GSN Programmes-
• High  Schools:  Partnerships  with  Central  and  State  governments  bringing  online 

industry-led vocational courses.
•    Industry Collaboration: Collaborate with high-demand sectors for curriculum design & 

development, provide adjunct faculty and student apprenticeships
• Community Colleges and B.Voc.: High-demand job role based training through online 

blended courses and industry apprenticeships.
• ITIs and Polytechnics: Modernise through employability skills, introducing modern 

manufacturing and high-demand services trades.
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III. IMPACT
•    3,000+ Secondary and Post-Secondary Institutes
•    3,200+ Vocational Teachers trained
•    200,000+ Students enrolled
•    1,500+ Hours of high-quality multi-media e-content 
•    15,000+ Scaling schools by 2020
•    1000+ Online modules
•    40,000+ Jobs assisted
•    2000+ New start-up of NEN

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• To achieve skilling at scale, developing multi-media enabled technology solutions forskilling 

by integrating online/in-class skills education through digital/video using blended learning, 
industry driven curricula and pedagogy and direct industry partnerships is used. These 
job-oriented eLearning courses can reach thousands of students simultaneously through 
the cloud platform.

• Also,  through  NEN,  student  entrepreneurs, start-ups,  and  SMEs  are  supported  and 
educated for creating high-value jobs for enterprises through people capacity, infrastructure 
capacity and programmatic capacity. Such assistance and incubator support  is  much  
needed  in  the  current  entrepreneurial  ecosystems  of  mentors, investors, startups and 
SMEs.

Contact Information: marketing@wfglobal.org 
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I. BACKGROUND
Kherwadi Social Welfare Association (KSWA) was founded in 1928. The trust was registered 
in 1955 to help the poor and underprivileged. The 'Yuva Parivartan' (YP) Movement was 
started in 1998 to address the unemployed status of school dropouts and  make  them  
economically independent  through  vocational  training.  The  initial integrated training 
programmes were so successful that the model has been replicated in 67 other sites in the 
form of YP Centres in urban and semi-urban areas, 5000+ camps in rural and tribal belts, at 
5 prison sites and 300+ independent sites with multiple NGO partnerships across 17 states of 
India.

THE YUVA PARIVARTAN
MOVEMENT,

KHERWADI SOCIAL
WELFARE ASSOCIATION

(KSWA)

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan India

Kherwadi Social Welfare Association (KSWA)

School dropouts; extended to prison sites

1998
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II. INTERVENTION
KSWA  believes  that  everybody  deserves  a  "Second  Chance".  Every  new  site undergoes 
a needs assessment to ensure that the training is appropriate, supported by the community, 
accessible to youth, and will lead to jobs.

Focus on school dropout youths "Second Chance": 'Livelihood Training' offered at Yuva 
Parivartan aims at solving the problem of school dropouts without marketable skills. The 
training enables youth to gain expertise in trades like Electrical Wireman, A/C Refrigeration, 
Motor Mechanic, Motor Driving, etc. for boys, and courses like Tailoring, Nursing, House 
Keeping, Cutting, Beautician, Mehndi etc. for girls. Community engagement is one of the main 
tools used by YP which aims to develop leadership among underprivileged youth and solve 
community problems with the help of the youth members affiliated with the YP club.

Livelihood Exchange Programme: They have field staff called the Livelihood coordinators 
whose task is finding wage or self-employment opportunities. Their responsibilities also 
include identifying opportunities, capacity building through required skill training and providing 
livelihood support services like job preparedness, interviewing & CV writing, grooming etc. 
thereby making them contribute to the society. The spectrum of beneficiaries includes school 
and college dropouts, both boys and girls from rural and urban regions.

Strong Industry Linkages: A unique component of YP model is the industry linkages for 
both, providing training inputs and placement activities to complete the training lifecycle. Yuva 
Parivartan through its active and intrinsic industry partnership has developed a sustainable 
model of skill development training. This aspect has enhanced the credibility of the training 
programme and provides an avenue for greater industry exposure.

Prison Project: Inmates find it difficult to get jobs/self-employment for lack of skill training. 
Society & family members reject them. Yuva Parivartan helps these first time offenders to 
regain their rightful place in society and desist from the life of crime. They provide training for 
courses like mobile repairing, basic wireman, EDP, tailoring and  beautician  in  the  prisons  
namely  Arthur  Road,  Kalyan,  Thane  in  Mumbai, Yerwada Central Prison in Pune, Tihar Jail 
in Delhi, Nasik Central Prison & Borstal School in Nasik.
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III. IMPACT
The organization started working with just 100 families, now has transformed the lives
of 6.5 lakh youth so far. They also train boys and girls in 3000 villages every year across 18 
states of the country.In the 10 years of the Prison Project, approximately 2000 inmates have 
successfully completed their vocational training under this programme.

IV. KEY TAKE AWAYS
• Believing in providing school dropouts and jail inmates a “Second Chance” is what the 

society needs right now. Yuva Parivartan has developed a holistic and complete model 
for skill development in the real sense by identifying 4 areas of work which forms 4 pillars 
of the model; namely, Community Engagement, Industry Partnership, Livelihood Training, 
and Livelihood Support.

• They have  assigned  field  staff  called  the  Livelihood  coordinators whose task is finding 
wage or self-employment opportunities for their trainees.

Contact Information: dharmendra.gupta@yuvaparivartan.org 
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I. BACKGROUND
Anudip  Foundation  for  Social  Welfare,  a not-for-profit  social  enterprise,   provides 
livelihood opportunities at scale for marginalized populations in the digital  economy by 
becoming the go-to skilling partner for students, employers and donors. Young unemployed 
aspirants are trained under the new economy livelihood intervention programs; which provides 
employer-and career driven employment skills opportunities in internet-based jobs such as 
e-commerce, social media, mobile and computing, big data analytics, digital designing, 
publishing, computerized accounting, hardware & networking, micro-finance and retail.

II. INTERVENTION
Digital  Learning  Center  (DLC):  A  three-month  full-time  course  focused  on developing 
beneficiary’s job skills needs through job-market aligned curriculum, developed and 
customized based on employers’ requirements. The program provides in-depth training in IT 
skills, workplace readiness, English communication, digital education, MOS-excel expert, 
retail, tally, and micro-finance. 70% graduating students are provided with job placement 
services across formal sectors. Students are taught through digitized and market aligned 
curriculum which is uploaded on an online portal for easier access. The curriculum has been 
developed in-house and is constantly upgraded given the dynamic needs of the market 
demands as well as students’ and teachers’ feedback.

SAVE (Specially Abled Vocational Education): A three-month skills training program for 
persons with disability (PwDs) to provide industry specific training based on potential 
employers requirements and job opportunities, tailored to the unique needs of physically and 

ANUDIP FOUNDATION

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Delhi/NCR,
Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal

Anudip Foundation

Offering digital livelihood programs for
disadvantaged groups

2006
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visually challenged rural men and women. The program helps PwDs not  only  gain  IT  
knowledge  but  also  find  placement  in  BPO  sectors.  SAVE beneficiaries belong to 
impoverished communities, through this training students have a chance to increase their 
family income and find financial sustainability from a highly vulnerable social sector and 
become respectable family members. Relocation and accommodation acquisition are huge, 
often insurmountable, obstacles to placing these students in job, Anudip includes a month 
accommodation charges and travel reimbursement to each student for their training.

Digital Academy (DA): This variable-duration training program, based in urban locations, is 
customized to students’ career aspirations, and provided world-class courses  and  
certification  in  Microsoft,  Cisco  and  CompTIA.  Graduates  from  the backward community 
who are not economically very sound, are trained  in Web Designing and Web App 
Development, Digital and Social Media Marketing, Software Testing and SEO, Advance 
Network and  Infrastructure Management,  Mobile App Development, Digital Designing and 
Printing, AutoCAD etc.
DA  also  provides  training  on  Communicative  English,  Workplace  Readiness, Digital  
Literacy and  Financial  Literacy.  After  completing  the  course,  70%  of  the graduating 
students will be provided with placement services across sectors such as manufacturing 
automation, Micro-finance, IT-ITeS enabled services such as Hardware & Networking, retail 
etc. The training program is concluded with placement services to help poor graduates, 
especially women, to attain sustainable livelihoods.

III. IMPACT
•    150+ skill development centers
•    7 Indian States
•    60,000+ trained
•    80% Employed
•    300% increase in family income
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IV. KEY TAKE AWAYS
• Assess education levels in the community and skill needs of the employees
•    Mobilise and admit students motivated to improve their livelihoods through acquiring ICT 

skills
•    Gain reach, credibility and local knowledge and decreases operational overhead
•    Assess student interest, capabilities and provide job coaching
•    Works with employers to place graduates in a range of livelihood opportunities
•    High impact professional training for better employment opportunities
• Classes  conducted  through  cloud-based  Learning  Management  System  (LMS)  by 

specialized Microsoft and Cisco certified trainers
•    Cisco, Microsoft, Amazon and CompTIA certifications
• On  successful  completion,  placement  assistance  will  be  offered  to  the  Academy 

students
• The course is taught through public-domain online learning management systems called 

Moodle and EDX. Along with IT-related courses, Business Communicative English and 
Workplace Readiness training will empower students to obtain complete computer and 
communications training for the corporate environment.

• Technical training through experienced and certified faculty, internal assessments, and 
online global exams, are highlights of the course. 

Contact Information: prasenjit.kundu@anudip.org
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I. BACKGROUND
Tamana is a nonprofit, charitable organization which aspires to see individuals with 
developmental disabilities (divyangjan) as useful and integrated citizens contributing to GDP of 
our country. Tamana runs three centers which cater to the education, rehabilitation and skill 
development of individuals with developmental disabilities and autism namely, the Tamana 
Special Education Centre, Skill Development Centre- Nai Disha and the Autism Centre-School 
of Hope. Students at Tamana are encouraged to enroll in NIOS curriculum for their informal 
education.

II. INTERVENTION
Tamana  introduced  Reverse  Integration  through  its  Tamana  Kindergarten  Project.
Since it is difficult to integrate the specially-abled children in the normal school, they started 
mainstreaming the preschoolers of their morning session with their special children of similar 
ages. Tamana offers eight skills recognised by the NIOS Board along with 14 other skill 
development courses for these young adults.

Tamana’s Skill Development Center - Nai Disha was conceived with the realization that the 
young adults at Tamana have to be equipped with skills to adapt appropriately to the needs of 
adulthood and thereby function as an independent whole-physically, emotionally and are 
economically independent self-sustained individuals.

The skill development program(s) aim to enhance the lives of youth with developmental 
disabilities by:
• Developing relevant skills and competencies to improve the quality of life.

TAMANA

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Delhi

Tamana

Children cognitively impaired, intellectually
challenged and autistic

1984
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2. Office skill management
Depending on the competencies, a student is trained in office management skills, these 
include, typing, filing, photocopying, simple banking operations, stock-taking and answering 
phone calls.

3. Paper Unit
As part of another source of their economic sustenance and livelihood, students are involved 
in the process of reprocessing waste paper for reuse. It involves the steps of Collecting, 
Sorting, Shredding and Pulping, Pressing and Finishing for reuse. The students  thereby  learn  
to  make  handmade  paper  which  is  used  for  making  gift wrapping paper, files, envelopes 
and other products.
The  paper  unit  includes:  Paper  Recycling  &  Manufacturing,  File  &  Envelope Making, 
Paper Bag making and Diary Making

• Imparting training & emphasizing on school to career and other career readiness programs 
in partnership with the parents, disabled friendly industries and corporate houses for their 
self-sustenance.

• Building awareness about career and employment options for young adults who face 
significant barriers to employment.

Often the areas of training are varied and dynamic and are introduced to suit the needs of 
particular students. However, specific training skills imparted are the following:

1. Textiles Printing
Young adults are trained on every aspect of Printing – Direct printing like Block Printing, Resist 
printing such as Tie and Dye and Batik, using different fabrics and Screen Printing. The Textile 
Unit includes: Weaving, Block Printing, Tie and Dye, Batik, Screen Printing and also includes 
Fabric Painting.
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4. Clay Modeling
Pottery is increasingly gaining popularity in the present day as a hobby as well as a subject 
because of its therapeutic nature and educative value. At Tamana Nai Disha, the students 
learn from the basics of kneading the clay, to the complex  and intricate moulding and 
designing. Gradually they pick up the dynamics of the product and its usefulness at home and 
in the market.

5. Baking
Baking (bread, cakes, and biscuits) is taught as a simple cooking activity. Right from the 
beginning, the process is broken into simple steps (task analysis) like identifying ingredients, 
weighing the ingredients, mixing, transferring to moulds, baking, decorating, packing and 
making the bills. A special educator and a baker train these students and the sales from the 
products help in raising funds for the organization and providing stipend to the students who 
train in them.

III. IMPACT
• Post the skill based training in Office & Computer Skills, selected students are also placed 

at Tamana to work at the reception or support the administrative staff. These students are 
also provided with a stipend. 

• Companies like Café Coffee Day, Lemon Tree Hotels, Creative Radicalz (a digital media 
company) have also absorbed Tamana’s young adults making them economically 
independent.

• The three centers accommodate more than 300 special students and 200+ students from 
the EWS at a time.

• Musically remarkable students of Tamana have also made careers out of music by 
professionally lending their voice.

• A student of Tamana has been the winner of “National IT Challenge for Youth With 
Disabilities” organized by the Ministry of Electronics and IT in 2015.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
•    Young adults with disabilities are vulnerable because of the attitudinal, physical, and  financial  

barriers  they  face.  The  interventions  by  Tamana  campaign  for inclusion, integration and 
acceptance of the divyangjan into the mainstream.

• The areas of training are varied and dynamic, sometimes they are modified to suit the needs 
of a particular student.

• Besides vocational training the curriculum also includes formal education through National 
Institute of Open Schooling. Classes are held from class 1 till class 12. Students from other 
schools can also apply for the course at Tamana.

• Tamana continuously works towards building frameworks and special education techniques 
that can be followed by students to blend in the mainstream industry.

• The Tamana Kindergarten Project involves a process of Reverse Integration. Since it is 
difficult to integrate specially-abled children in the normal school, the project focuses on 
mainstreaming the preschoolers with special children of similar ages.

Contact Information: ushavarma@tamana.ngo
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I. BACKGROUND
The Eye Mitra Programme, which started as a pilot at Alwar (Rajasthan) in 2011, is an 
innovative program to provide access to primary vision care for the 55 crore Indian people 
who suffer from uncorrected poor vision on one hand and offering  micro entrepreneurship 
opportunities for unemployed youth on the other. Launched in 2013, the Programme 
aims to address unmet needs for vision care by recruiting and training unemployed and 
underemployed young people to set up their own business which allows them to carry out 
vision screenings and dispense eyeglasses and sunglasses. They are able to bring affordable 
primary vision care and – as micro - entrepreneurs – vital socioeconomic stimulation to their 
local communities.

II. INTERVENTION
1.   Mobilization of Rural Unemployed Youth: The partner organization scouts for appropriate 

candidates from catchment areas who have got the entrepreneurial bent of mind and 
passed matriculation. This is done through village level meetings with key stakeholders in 
villages.

2. Training and Hand Holding: These students are trained on various key aspects for two 
months (in line with PMKVY-2.0 modules) related to basic vision care, so that they can  take 
care of  Uncorrected Refractive Error  (URE) in rural areas. Thereafter, these successful 

EYE MITRA, 2.5 NVG
(ESSILOR)

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

29  Training Centers in 6 states (Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Telangana, 
West Bengal); Number of States covered 
by Eye Mitras - 14

2.5 NVG (Essilor Group’s inclusive arm)

12th Pass from rural areas

2013
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3. Assessment: 2.5 NVG does the monitoring and assessment by directly involving its 
own expertise both at the classroom and field level. All candidates necessarily take the 
assessment test conducted by PMKVY and/or NCVT, followed by assessment conducted 
by 2.5 NVG’s Professional Services  Team of qualified senior level optometrists. It’s 
mandatory for all trainees to pass both the assessments to finally qualify for the Eye Mitra 
certificates.

4. Business Development Support (Product sourcing and Marketing): Once they set up 
their shop, they are recognized as Eye Mitras. Thus 2.5 NVG help them by providing various 
saleable products- spectacles and lenses. They are also supported by basic vision toolkit 
(worth Rs. 30,000) which is given free of cost and other marketing supports.

5.  Continuous Monitoring: Field staff from 2.5 NVG continuously visits the Eye Mitras at the 
field level to help them perfect their services delivery and address any other  complications  
that  they  might  come  across.  Any  complicated  cases  are referred to the nearest 
hospital, ophthalmologists.

youth are supported through continuous handholding for ten months as a part of the 
course and also supported to set up their own small enterprise in their villages. The Business 
Development Executives (BDE) from 2.5 NVG India provides all business support to the 
Eye Mitras once they start their own micro business at local areas.
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III. IMPACT
As on March 31, 2017, there are a total of 2,643 Eye Mitras across India who have screened 
more than 48 lakh people equipped and more than 10 Lakh people with spectacles.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
•    All potential Eye Mitras, hitherto unskilled, can earn their livelihood, thereby would support 

the local economy to grow at village level.
• The trained and qualified Eye Mitras when start growing their services at local levels from 

their own outlets, also involve other helping hands from local areas to support in their day 
to day activities. This would increase the local level employment for unemployed youths 
and would reverse the out-migration from villages to urban areas, by providing the benefit 
of better economy at local areas. This would help to maintain the resource equilibrium and 
its optimum utilization both in urban and rural areas.

•    This would further address the eye health issue at local level.
• The  other  village  professionals,  like-  potters,  tailors  and  others  would  be  getting 

solution for Uncorrected Refractive Error (URE) at local level in a cost effective way.
 
Thus, the rural economy would develop and grow with the growth in numbers of Eye Mitra 
Opticians (EMOs) in rural areas.

Contact Information: shailaja.p@essilorindia.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Catalog Educational Services Pvt. Ltd. operates an online career counseling platform for 
urban and rural area students in India. The platform helps students in career decisions and 
suitable career path planning. The company provides psychometric assessments and career 
guidance to students from age group of 13-22 years in diverse areas. It also provides career 
assessments for tenth class students, college students, and above. The company was 
incorporated in 2009 and launched their web platform in 2011 with  name  
MeraCareerGuide.Com  and  rebranded  themselves  as CareerGuide.Com in 2015 even 
catering to South East and Middle East and North Africa region (MENA) countries.

II. INTERVENTION
CareerGuide.Com  is  a  platform  to  deliver  "Career  Counselling  &  Guidance" anytime 
anywhere with the help of ICT, to evaluate and discuss career options with career counsellors 
who can explain the suitable career for candidate, discuss career progression and challenges 
and suggest action plan for identified career. CareerGuide.Com is a one-stop platform which 
answers questions like What, Where, Why & How's of all career related questions. It’s an 
integrated solution to provide instant, accessible, flexible and affordable career guidance and 
planning.
• Career Guidance: Ask questions and get on-demand Instant expert backed career 

advice to all career queries. There are 1000 career counsellors on the platform from 
60 different cities who attend to students question over call. No scheduling No  wait  –  
directly  connect  with  a  career  counsellor  and  discuss  their  career queries. Link:    
https://www.careerguide.com/career-experts-in-india

CAREERGUIDE.COM

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Online platform accessible to all

Catalog Educational Services Pvt. Ltd.

Assisting students in career decisions 
and suitable career paths planning

2011
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• College  Planning:  Plan  entire  college  studies  (UG/PG)  with  the  help  of  an unbiased 
career counselling service.

• Study Abroad: Study Abroad Counsellors can help plan out students’ overseas study, 
where to study and how to go about it.

• Career Explorations: their knowledge-base of over 115000 questions answered by 
renowned  career  counsellor  can  become  a  very  useful  exploration  tool  for students. 
Link:  https://www.careerguide.com/career-options

• Career  Assessments:  A  series  of  psychometric  career  test  for  all  levels  to scientifically 
& holistically access students’ personality interests, aptitude, motivation and personality. 
Link: https://www.careerguide.com/psychometric- career-assessment 

CareerGuide.com’s Psychometric Career Assessment works in standardized environment  
to  match  a  student’s  attribute  to  right  skill  sets.  It  is  designed  with complex set of 
algorithms and data processing environment which help in generating real  time  report  based  
on  each  identical  user  response  sets.  Library  of  career information in 30+ sectors and 
500+ career options which is served on age level to students uniquely accessible in a clean user 
interface to user. CareerGuide.Com has 7 different  types  of  psychometric  career  assessment  
for  different  age  groups.  These Career Assessments are also available in multiple languages.

Partnerships:
•    BSNL & IDEA:
 CareerGuide has launched career counselling service on  BSNL  and  IDEA  to provide their 

users with answers to career and education related questions.
•    Career Launcher:
 CareerGuide and its counselling service along with psychometric career tests are available 

at 150 center of Career Launcher spread Pan India.
•    Unilever’s CSR initiative:
 CareerGuide powers Unilever’s CSR activity to empower girl child by helping them know 

about various career choices.

III. IMPACT
• Around 5,31,000 students have been impacted till date.
• Helped  students  identify  right  streams  and  courses  and  mapping  career  options 

accordingly; understand their skill sets and matching careers according to it; identify with 
right college/university and training centers; improve on their “employability skills” that 
employers expect of workers and train workers in these skills

•    Teach job search techniques
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IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Network of career counselors is unique to CareerGuide, and leaves room to create entire 

career counseling ecosystem. Innovation is at both technology and process level.
• Career and Counselling platform under the guidance of professionals can provide the right 

information, direction and confidence to the candidate regarding the optimum options of 
vocational education apt for him/her.

• Such  a system  eliminates  uncertainty in  the  mind  of the  students  and  enables him/her 
to disregard futile incentives and prudently choose her or his educational direction in 
accordance with the individual’s inner competencies.

• Whether students are sitting in a small town or in a city they can have access to advices 
and guidance as the portal leverages online technologies to provide career counseling.

Contact Information: surabhi@careerguide.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Butterflies is a registered voluntary organisation working with the most vulnerable groups of 
children, especially street and working children since 1989. With a rights- based, 
non-institutional approach, the organisation endeavours to educate and impart life skills to 
vulnerable children so that they become self-reliant. Over the years they initiated a number of 
innovative interventions in the field and partnered with various government and 
non-government agencies to garner support for children.

II. INTERVENTION
1.   HSBC- Butterflies Mobile Education and Resource Centre:
To empower street children with knowledge and skills necessary to protect their rights and help 
them develop as respected, productive and valued citizens, HSBC and Butterflies signed an 
MoU in 2011 working towards Mobile Education and Resource Centres to:
• Organize a long term campaign to take education to those deprived children who are still 

outside the education net, like children who are living on streets, railway stations, bus 
terminus, markets and children of homeless families living in slums in Delhi, and enroll 
them in formal education and vocational training.

• Educate these children on life skills, computer literacy and encourage the habit of reading 
through the library provided in the mobile school. 

•    The project area includes 5 regular contact points of Butterflies.
• All round development by providing health education on issues such as hygiene, nutrition, 

diseases, harmful effect of substances and teaching them yoga and physical training and 
offering them counseling and guidance.

BUTTERFLIES INDIA

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Delhi

Butterflies India

Empower street and working children with
education, knowledge and skills so that they 
become self-reliant

2011
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2.   Children’s Development Khazana (CDK):
• CDK was conceptualized to empower street, working, and rural & urban poor children 

with the core objective to promote life skills education through democratic participation, 
leadership, inculcate knowledge of cooperative and financial management, prioritizing 
needs, budgeting, vocational/technical skill, banking principles, basics of management 
principles, and fundamentals of accountancy- providing saving and promoting a habit of 
entrepreneurship.

• Children  between  the  age  group  of  9-18  years  are  the  members,  volunteer managers 
and promoters of CDK. Any poor marginalized rural, urban and tribal communities’ child can 
be a member of Khazana, which is owned and run by the children themselves, under adult 
guidance and facilitation.

• In CDK, members nominate their own child volunteer managers (for six months) and  
members  for the  advance  committee,  who  are then  provided  trainings  to handle their 
responsibilities, in communication skills, and to work in a team.

• As  part  of  practicum  children  manage  their  own  Khazanas  on  cooperative principles  at  
set  timings  and  members  focus  on  becoming  entrepreneurs  or learning a professional 
skill and exiting from their situation of poverty and insecurity.

3.   Butterflies School of Culinary & Catering (BSCC)
It is a year long vocational training programme in food preparation and catering to teenagers (15 
years+). The training involves teaching different cuisines, nutrition, packaging, distribution and 
marketing & financial management skills and other important life skills. BSCC focuses its training 
on imbibing students with entrepreneurial qualities so that they get good jobs in leading hotels 
or even start their own ventures. BSCC provides regular staff lunches and caters to several 
partners like Pravah NGO, CBGA, Embassy of Ireland, National Law College etc.

III. IMPACT
• In totality, in 2016, the organization impacted 1333 students. Of these, 735 are regular 

students i.e. those who maintain an attendance of 60 per cent in 3 months.
• In the HSBC Butterflies Mobile School, during 2016, they reached out to 396 children in 

which 244 (62%) are boys and 152 (38%) are girls. Among them 274 (69%) were enrolled 
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in Butterflies education programme and 122 children were accessing life skills education. 
Annually around 400 homeless and street children, children of migrants, working children, 
children of slum and pavement dwellers are benefitted.

• The project is also helping children to continue their education and improve their 
performance academically. Some children have scored more than 90% in their annual 
school exams of 2015-16. The library and computer education have been able to create 
an interest among children to learn computer and reading habits. In 2016, more than 200 
learned basic computer and used library regularly.

• As of December 2016, CDK is operational in eight countries across the world and in ten 
states of India with a total membership of 15,920 children and savings amounting to $ 
71,606. All the money is saved in mainstream banks.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Mobile school  brings  schooling  to  the doorstep  of  children  who for  various reasons 

are unable to get admission to regular primary schools and enroll them in formal schools, 
provide basic computer education and life skills education on financial management, health, 
communication, rights and responsibilities.

• CDK is a very innovative method to teach the children life skills through democratic 
participation, leadership, inculcate knowledge of cooperatives and financial management, 
prioritizing needs, budgeting, vocational/technical skill, banking principles, management 
principles and promoting a habit of entrepreneurship exiting from their situation of poverty 
and insecurity.

Contact Information: jboli@butterfliesindia.org 
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I. BACKGROUND
Maruti Suzuki India Limited (MSIL) has been driving various skill development initiatives in 
partnership with Government of India. One of the prominent among them is adoption of 
Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) in partnership with the state governments for their overall 
upgradation. The key objective of the programme is to improve quality of training and upgrade 
technical skills of students in order to make them  industry ready and  enhance their  
employability.    The emphasis  is  given on practical hands-on trainings and simulation based 
trainings. Such approach can further improve the standard of skill training. Out of the 43 ITIs 
for which Maruti is an IMC Chairman, 6 have been adopted as Model ITIs.

II. INTERVENTION
Faculty Development: The programme includes training the ITI faculty members on 
aspects such as behaviour, work culture, teaching methodology to help them improve their 
skills, attitude and motivation. MSIL also conducts automobile related technical training for 
Instructors to update their technical knowledge. These programmes are conducted at MSIL 
Training Academy, Gurugram, MSIL dealerships and Regional Training Centers. A reward 
and recognition policy is also in place to motivate and encourage good performing Institutes 
and staff.
Student Development: The programme includes soft skill training such as discipline, 
personal grooming and communication skills. Add-on courses are offered to augment the 
course curriculum and provide industry specific training to students. The company has also 
developed e-learning modules which are delivered through VSAT. MSIL also organizes English 
enhancement programmes for ITI students to help them succeed at work. For the female 
students, self-defense training is organized to build their self- confidence. The company also 

MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LTD.
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Pan-India

Maruti Suzuki India Limited (MSIL)

Automobile related technical training coupled
with soft skills training for instructors and trainees

2006
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promotes sports and cultural activities among the students. A reward and recognition policy 
is in place for meritorious students.
Infrastructure Development: The programme includes infrastructure improvements such 
as repair of building, machines, and workshop tools, provision of furniture and teaching aids. 
MSIL provides engine and transmission cut sections for the purpose of training. The company 
is also setting up Automobile Skill Enhancement Centers (ASEC) for servicing, body repair & 
paint repair, electrician workshops and safety labs at ITIs for practical training of students.
Industry Connect: The students and faculty members are invited to factory and provided 
industry exposure. In addition, guest speakers from industry are invited to the Institute to 
provide guidance to the students and impart industry specific training.

III. IMPACT
As  of  January  2017,  MSIL  is  supporting  141  ITIs  spread  across  27  states.  The 
company has already set up 52 Automobile Skill Enhancement centers at adopted ITIs. In last 
two years, over 3600 students from these ITIs have got employment in service workshops 
of the company's dealers. In addition, selected students are provided opportunity at MSIL 
manufacturing plants under the Apprentices Act and 700 students from these have joined 
as apprentices during the last two years. This initiative helps in meeting the manpower 
requirement, while helping students get gainful employment. The placements are around 
80%, while some go for self-employment or higher studies.

HIDA Training Program for ITI Instructors Reward for ITI Principal

Training at Maruti Suzuki Training Academy Soft Skills Training for Students
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IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
There  is  a  strong  industry  institute  linkage  to  facilitate  availability  of  skilled manpower. 
The company undertakes faculty training, students training and organises job placement fairs 
at the institutes. They work to enable Industrial Training Institute to  Attract,  Retain  &  Train  
for  Skill-development  (ARTS)  to  produce  responsible skilled citizen. The ITI graduates 
should meet industry expectations on skillful safe, green & economic work culture.

Contact Information: Rajeev.Khurana@maruti.co.in 
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I. BACKGROUND
The  ICICI  Group  set  up  the  ICICI  Foundation  for  Inclusive  Growth  (ICICI Foundation) in 
early 2008. The foundation operates primarily on two models: projects where systemic 
change is required, and initiatives which directly impact the beneficiaries. They work on 
projects that are sustainable and scalable. In October 2013, ICICI Foundation launched the 
ICICI Academy for Skills (IAS). The main focus of this nationwide initiative is to create 
sustainable livelihood opportunities for underprivileged youth in the urban sector.
 

II. INTERVENTION
1.  ICICI Academy for Skills
The academy offers 2 weeks of occupational skill building programmes that provide industry 
relevant practical training on a pro-bono basis, to make the youth employable. It also offers 
add-on training such as communications, financial literacy and skills to adapt to an organised 
working environment. With the objective of broad-basing skill development, the eligibility for 
these courses is between the ages 18 and 30 years with a minimum schooling of class VIII.

Offered courses: Electrical & Home Appliance Repair, Refrigeration & AC Repair, Pumps 
& Motor Repair, Central Air Conditioning Repair, Paint Application Techniques. Retail Café 
Operations, Office Administration, Web Designing, Tractor Mechanic, Lab Assistant  at  
Diagnostic Centres,  Two-Wheeler Service Technician, Retail Sales and Selling Skills.

To ensure that these courses are relevant to the industry, content development and curricular 
design including the setting up of laboratories and preparing the trainers is undertaken by 

ICICI FOUNDATION
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Implementing Agency
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21 centres across India including centres at 
Jaipur, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Pune, 
Coimbatore, Narsobawadi, Patna and Guwahati.

ICICI Foundation

Underprivileged youth

2013
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Knowledge Partners, who are leaders in their respective industries. Some of the Knowledge 
Partners are Schneider Electric India Foundation (for Electric & Home Appliance Repair), Blue 
Star Ltd. (for Refrigeration & AC Repair), Crompton Greaves Ltd. (for Pumps & Motor Repair), 
Voltas Ltd. (for Central Air Conditioning Repair) etc. For Retail Sales and Selling Skills, ICICI 
Academy has its own in-house curriculum.

Mobilisation – ICICI Academy for Skills’ sourcing strategy is to reach out to target segments  
through  multiple  channels  such as the ICICI Group network, Non-Governmental Organisations 
(NGOs), Self Help Groups (SHGs), direct community outreach at slums and villages, local 
colleges and candidate referrals.

Placement – ICICI Academy for Skills builds market linkages through industry partnerships 
for placement of students. Such partnerships serve the dual purpose of making the youth 
employable as well as ensuring their livelihood. A job portal has been designed to facilitate 
placement of the passed-out students of ICICI Academy. Employers who are keen to consider 
such trained youth for employment can register themselves in the portal and recruit candidates.

Post recruitment:
• Call  Centre-  The  call  centre  conducts  a  one  year  follow -up  with  all  passed-out 

students. In this follow up, the call centre team makes a note of issues faced (if any) by the  
students  post  convocation  for  further  action.  It also  captures  details  like employment 
status, status of bank accounts and requirements of loans.

• Alumni App- This application helps students to connect with the alumni, keep a record of 
the feedback received, reference to a potential employer and share success stories.
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2.  ICICI Academy for Skills (IAS) - Rural Initiative
ICICI  Foundation  in  association  with  ICICI  Bank  and  local  government  bodies launched 
ICICI Academy for Skills -Rural Initiative in April 2016. This initiative is being implemented in 45 
villages to promote community based sustainable livelihood and improve the socio-economic 
profile of underprivileged sections in rural India.

ICICI Academy for Skills-Rural Initiative revolves around four areas- Skill Development and 
Sustainable Livelihood, Financial Inclusion, Credit Linkages and Market Linkages.

The main objective of the ICICI Academy for Skills-Rural Initiative is to develop occupational 
skills among rural youth in the age groups of 18 to 40 years with a special emphasis on 
women’s participation through the Skill Development and Sustainable Livelihood programme 
that offers occupational skill trainings based on the demand of the community and the prevailing 
needs of the product or service in local market. 
The training programme is conducted in a government premise in the village to ensure 
convenience and maximum participation of the trainees. Trainees are trained majorly in 
Agri-based skills and Technical skills. 90% people are engaged in employment   generation   
activities   (72%   in   self-employed   and   28%   are   wage employed). Trainees’ income 
has increased by Rs.500 to Rs. 3000 post employment.

3.  ICICI Rural Self-Employment Training Institutes (RSETIs), at Udaipur and
Jodhpur districts, Rajasthan

RSETI’s  are  set  up  by  banks  to  provide  vocational  trainings  to  youth  from marginalised 
communities as part of a national programme initiated by the Ministry of Rural Development. 
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The ICICI RSETI model is a unique demand-driven model mainly focusing on imparting industry 
relevant training to create sustainable livelihood opportunities. It offers intensive full-time 
residential training and on-location training courses in various trades. In addition, ICICI RSETIs 
offers financial literacy, enterprise development, providing credit and market linkages as well as 
placement support.

Other unique programmes undertaken by ICICI RSETI are:
• Entrepreneurship Awareness Programme: This programme is an effective way for spreading 

awareness about self-employment and entrepreneurship among the youth.
• Micro-Enterprise Development for Self Help Groups: ICICI RSETI Udaipur initiated a 

special project on women empowerment with the Indian Schools of Micro Finance for 
Women as a project implementing agency. The project aimed to promote individual or 
group micro-enterprises of Self Help Groups (SHGs) for sustainable livelihood.

Satellite centres are set up at the block level to provide “training-at-doorstep’’ to the youth in 
the remote rural areas. ICICI Foundation has seven RSETI centres in Udaipur and six satellite in 
Jodhpur. The satellite centre concept initiated by ICICI RSETI has been adopted by the Ministry 
of Rural Development for implementation across all RSETIs in India.

4.  Digital Village Programme

As part of this Digital Village initiative, ICICI Foundation in association with ICICI Bank will provide 
vocational training and credit linkages to enhance the livelihood of villagers.  In November, 2016 
ICICI Bank announced that it would transform 100 villages into digital villages in 100 days, 
enabling villagers to use digital channels for banking and payment transactions. India’s first 
digital village, Akodara village was also adopted by ICICI.

Skill training is conducted at community-based locations with support from local institutions.  
The  trades  selected  for  trainings  at  each  location  are  based  on  the prevailing needs of 
the local economy. These include dairy and vermi-composting, comprehensive agriculture, 
agriculture equipment repair, dress designing, etc. Three courses are conducted at each 
location for duration of 15 to 30 days. The training curriculum  is  in  alignment  with  the  
National  Academy  for  RUDSETI  (NAR) guidelines. This initiative also provides tablet-based 
banking to help villagers to open their savings account with the bank without submitting any 
physical documents, which will be linked to their Aadhaar card to enable direct transfer of 
government benefits.

III. IMPACT
•    Since its launch in October  2013, ICICI Academy has set up 24 centres.
• Till  date,  ICICI  Foundation  has  tied  up  with  over  800  industry  partners  to provide 

employment  opportunities  to  the trained  youth.  ICICI Academy has continued to achieve 
100% placement for all its trained youth.

• 119 villages have been covered under this initiative. ICICI Academy- Digital Village 
Programme will train 10,000 youth in total by March 31, 2017.
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• From 2011 till December 31, 2016, ICICI RSETI has trained more than 49,000 youth 
with women representation at 48%. Since March 2011 ICICI RSETI’s centres at Udaipur 
and Jodhpur have been recognised as the top performing RSETI in the country for four 
consecutive years by the Ministry of Rural Development and the National Centre for 
Excellence of RSETIs.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
•    ICICI Academy leverages existing corporate relationships of ICICI Group in order to reach 

out to a larger employer base. To ensure industry-relevant training, content development 
and curricula design, setting up of best-in-class training labs, training of trainers and regular 
monitoring of training delivery is undertaken by Knowledge Partners.

• ICICI RSETIs offers financial literacy, enterprise development, providing credit and market 
linkages as well as placement support.

• The  digital  village  programme  enables  villagers  to  use  digital  channels  for banking 
and payment transactions

• During the course of the training (3 months), ICICI provided insurance coverage to all its 
trainees. There is also a preliminary free medical check-up by ICICI- Lombard before the 
commencement of the training.

•    ICICI Bank also opens a zero-balance account for all the trainees.
• Post the training and placement, IAS monitors and tracks each of the trainees for almost a 

year. This includes talking to their bosses to understand their development, or visiting them 
at their work place.

Contact Information: chinmay.sengupta@icicifoundation.org;
saurabh.singh@icicibank.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Society for Rural Industrialisation (SRI) was conceived and established by a group of 
visionaries  consisting  of  Technocrats,  Academicians,  Social  workers  and Administrators 
as a Voluntary Organisation committed to render scientific and technological support for rural 
development, based on present and emerging global knowledge. During its formative years, 
absence of Science and Technology in rural lives, and shortage of skilled manpower for 
socio-economic development was a big challenge for SRI, with the motto “Technology for the 
people”. It is also dedicated to infuse emerging knowledge of Science and Technology into 
India’s Village Development Programme. A relevant knowledge bank is identified and the one 
with most potential is adopted. It is then converted into technology, which the villagers can 
adopt, own and manage.

 

II. INTERVENTION
 
SRI initiated skill training of tribal youth for technology infusion in rural areas. Over the years, SRI, 
which initially started as a skill training center, evolved into a multi- thematic, multidisciplinary 
organization. Today, all development initiatives of SRI are taken up through 3-thematic groups. 
These are:

SOCIETY FOR RURAL
INDUSTRIALISATION (SRI),

JHARKHAND

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Jharkhand

Society for Rural Industrialisation

Technology infused training in rural areas

1984
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(1) Technology for Rural Professionals: Skill training, Technology Development For a 
balanced development of rural India, dependence on agriculture for livelihood has to reduce. 
This entails capacity building in Non-Farm & Service Sector. This has two   components   i.e.   
Skill   Development,   and   Technology   Development   and Dissemination. This thematic 
group of SRI is involved in both these activities.

SRI has a well-equipped skill training centre, which conducts training in different modules 
i.e. Carpentry, Electrical & Electronics, Diesel pumps & Agro equipments, Two Wheeler 
maintenance, Steel fabrication, Mason, and plumbing. SRI also has well equipped laboratories 
and workshops for carrying out research, development and engineering. The product and 
process developed through these facilities are put in use through structured training and 
technology support system. Major interventions include:
• Skill up-gradation, product diversification and market linkages interventions were taken up 

for 92 Mahali families, the traditional bamboo artisans of Angara.
• Helped to set up 14 womens’ enterprises on LED-Solar PV systems, each capable to 

provide light to 20 to 30 households. 
• From 5 Extremist infested Blocks of Bhojpur  districts of Bihar, 485 youths were trained in 

different engineering skills, of them 280 are self-employed or are gainfully engaged.
• Para-Technologists  training  was  imparted  to  30  youths  through  One  year  multi- 

technology programme. All are occupying responsible positions in NGO and Government.

(2) Technology for Rural Women--Health, Social organization, Livelihood SRI uses 
Science & Technology as the most important tool for empowering women and enterprising 
development for income generation. Women are divided into two operational groups, first 
one is of adolescent girls and the second is of adult women. Knowledge dissemination 
using Science & Technology is carried out for adolescent to become change agents. Income 
generating activities are carried by capacity building training for the second group through 
Women Self Help Group. Major interventions include:
•    Established  15  women’s  Resource  Centre  in  Jharkhand  and  Orissa  for  women’s 

empowerment through Science and Technology intervention.
• Promoted Sanitary Napkin production and marketing centre. Trained women to operate 

and manage these centres.
• Initiated  the  concept  of  Adolescent  Girls  clubs  and  established  50  such  clubs  in 

Jharkhand and Odisha. This has resulted in widespread acceptance of Family planning 
systems, reduced migration and improved RCH support.

• Introduced improved Chulha on a large scale through trained women acting as product and 
service provider.

• Developed  and  promoted  Mushroom  seed  production  centre  for  supplying  quality 
seeds to the producers in Odisha.

• Large number of field training has also been conducted for capacity building resulting in 
adoption of new livelihood options and awareness generation for empowerment.
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(3) Technology for Small & Marginal farmers-Aquaculture, Agriculture, Soil and Water 
management
Jharkhand has 84% farmers having land holding of less than 1 ha, averaging 0.52 ha. With 
negligible irrigation support, all development initiatives are aimed at improving the profitability 
through scientific planning and efficient use of technology. SRI concentrates on designing 
cost effective irrigation system, promoting off-season vegetable cultivation, cost effective soil 
nutrients, etc. For promoting scientific aquaculture, SRI focuses on standardized cultivation 
of Major Indian Crops. Major interventions include:
• Successfully coordinated and implemented a programme on aquaculture to set up fish 

breeding, hatchery and nursery stations covering 6 states.
• Regional project on land & water management in 6 locations in Jharkhand and West Bengal.
• On-campus training for farmers on upland water management, rice cultivation and off- 

season vegetable production.
• Training NGOs in Jharkhand on SRI technology of rice cultivation as an extension to spread 

it to all districts, support tribal women at Angara to adopt SRI technology.
• Technology,  training  and  marketing  support  to  92  women’s  groups  for  organic 

vegetable, vermin and fortified composting.

Low Cost Sanitary Napkin Production Training
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III. IMPACT
• Since its inception SRI has imparted training to more than 18000 youths in various skills 

related to Engineering Technology. About 50-60% continue to use the skill and about 2000 
have established their own service centres.

• Livelihood Promotional support to 720 families at Angara through agriculture and small scale 
animal management, resulting in 72 % of them crossing the poverty line.

• Empowered and capacitated more than 135 Women Self Help groups at Angara Block 
through Science and Technology intervention for IG activities.

• On-campus training for 300 farmers on upland water management, rice cultivation and 
off-season vegetable production.

• Trained 25 NGOs in Jharkhand on SRI technology of rice cultivation as an extension to 
spread it to all districts.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Absence of Science & Technology in rural lives, and shortage of skilled manpower for 

socio-economic development is a big challenge, so SRI initiated training of tribal youth in 
different skills. Through these technology infusion was initiated in rural areas. This can be 
replicated in many rural areas in other states which are plagued by the same problem of 
backward socio-economic development. 

•    Multi Skilling of multiple target groups.

Contact Information: ranchi.sri@gmail.com

Skill Training For Rural Professionals
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I. BACKGROUND
Skills training is the least accessible to those who stand to benefit the most from it. This makes 
it even more difficult to implement a way to help these communities participate in any formal 
economic sector, and thereby overcome poverty. Making vocational education mobile may be 
one solution to this. In an effort to bring quality vocational education to the otherwise 
inaccessible regions of the diverse geography that  India  is,  AMMACHI  Labs,  a  skill  
development  research  center  at  Amrita University conceptualized,  designed  and  built  a  
mobile vocational  training  center. While the center has trained women in plumbing and fabric 
painting at Amrita University. Through the mobile unit, the training will be made available to 
women, thus aiming at empowering them.

 

II. INTERVENTION
 
A  MoVE  unit  is  a  fully  functioning  classroom-on-wheels.  The  technology  in  the vehicle is 
powered by solar energy, thereby making it eco-friendly and allowing vocational education for 
development in logistically and geographically diverse areas. The solar-powered van captures 
the sun’s energy and stores it in four batteries. This is sufficient to power the 20 computers that 
is to provide the training. Haptics-enabled training modules, Wi-Fi connections and the A-VIEW 

MOBILE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION (MoVE),

AMMACHI LABS

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan-India (rural areas)

Amrita Multi Modal Applications Using
Computer Human Interaction (AMMACHI) Labs, 
of Amrita University

Mobile vocational training center to reach the
unreached

2012
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e-learning platform enable an enhanced learning experience. MoVE uses minimal resources and 
has reduced dependence on local infrastructure.
A mobile classroom has several advantages over a regular classroom such as increased 
outreach, reduced operating cost, and ability to teach at multiple locations. The complete 
infrastructure required to conduct vocational training is contained within the MoVE unit. The 
technologies used to deliver classes are intuitive and are designed to teach those even with 
rudimentary literacy. 

Schematics of the MoVE van

The future of MoVE is two-fold:
• MoVE-in-a-box: In order to maintain a sustained presence and to drive the investment and 

operational cost down, MoVE has conceptualized packing all the essential ICT technologies 
and other required infrastructural elements in a solar power enabled box. This box can be 
transported easily, making MoVE further mobile and bring training to the remotest of areas.

• JugaadTruck: There is a need to repurpose the formal and informal education systems to 
focus on skills such as complex problem solving and design thinking. 'Jugaad', the famed 
spirit of frugal innovation found in rural India is encouraging many R&D labs across the world 
to adopt similar method for lowering costs. The JugaadTruck is the first step in the wave 
of resources (Makerspaces/toolsheds) and vocational/entrepreneurship training centers 
that will help bring hi-tech technologies to rural India. The JugaadTruck will spark the spirit 
of igniting young minds to the possibilities of using technology to solve their problems and 
make better livelihoods.

III. IMPACT
In connection with Women Empowerment project, MoVE has provided training to more than 
500 women in the tribal belt of Kerala and the Tsunami affected areas in Nagapatinam, Tamil 
Nadu. It took over a month to set a proper VET training center with the essential infrastructure. 
Since then MoVE has travelled across 6 states including Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh and 
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Odisha providing training to over 120 students in variety of courses such as life skills and 
entrepreneurship.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• This innovative mobile vocational training center promotes skills training in the least 

accessible areas. It can be implemented all over country to reach under served and far 
fledged areas. It also uses green technology, promoting clean environment.

• Successful  pilot  of  operational  mobile  Technical  and  Vocational  Education  and Training 
(TVET) school powered by solar energy. Important case study for alternative methods of 
scaling India’s demand for providing TVET.

• Good use of mobile infrastructure to supplement formal education system in the rural and 
tribal areas of India.

•    It is a good cause for companies to adopt in order to utilise their CSR funding

Contact Information: krishnashree.achuthan@gmail.com

Tribals from Idukki, Kerala with the MoVE van after their training session
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I. BACKGROUND
Ador Welding Academy Private Limited (AWAPL) is a 100% subsidiary of Ador
Welding Limited (AWL) - a pioneer in welding industry in India. Their involvement with  the  
industry  shop  floors,  inspection  and  approving  agencies  and  design consultants have 
helped them acquire and accumulate valuable insights into the needs and aspirations of the 
industry.

Ador Welding Academy has offered Knowledge Partnership to entrepreneurs and institutes to 
set up state of the art vocational centres for welding skill development. Their knowledge 
partnership includes setting up physical infrastructure, providing Taining material and lesson 
plans, Training of Trainers and guidance, and support for pilot runs as well as assessments as 
per the SCC/ NSQF mandates. Ador Academy, with its industry network also assists in 
placement of successful candidates.

 

II. INTERVENTION
 
Ador Welding Academy has recently launched MIG/GMAW welding Simulator- The ADOR 
WELDMASTER 10. With the required volumes of over 1.5 million, and the  increasing  need  for  
economically  viable  welding  technicians,  this  welding simulator is the boost in the welding 
skill development. MIG/GMAW welding process is currently the most popular welding process 
because of its ease and higher productivity yields. The ADOR WELDMASTER 10 is an excellent 
Training Tool for developing the welding skills that can provide gainful employment to young 
boys and girls.

ADOR WELDING ACADEMY
PVT. LTD.

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan India

Ador Welding Academy Private Limited (AWAPL)

Welding Industry

2012
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• Training  curricula  with  emphasis  on  "learn  while  you  practice"  enables candidates to 
prepare for actual job roles.

• Dexterity development with simulators provides a comfort level for freshers to learn at their 
respective pace. It also reduces material cost for training providers.

• Industry gets access to "ready to employ for production" talent.
• Network  of  franchises  created  through  knowledge  partnership,  assures  quality standard 

to vocational skilling and capacity building.
• Training of Trainers complements the capacity building exercise.
Working  Partners : Industry,  Industry  body,  Training  provider,  Trainees,  NSDC Training 
Partners, Sector Skill Councils and VTPs. 

III. IMPACT
• Skill Training at ADOR has been an integral part of the business activities and evolved 

through its various platforms such as the Welding School and the Ador Institute of Welding 
Technology where over 40000 people were trained and gainfully employed in careers in 
welding.

• AdorWac  also  assists  the  employer  with  services  to  ensure  that  AdorWac supplied  
personnel  satisfactorily  meet  the  stated  needs  and  arranges  for placement interviews 
at the academy premises.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• As a centre of excellence in welding skill development, the Ador Welding academy can be 

leveraged for creating quality VTPs at various industry centres.
• With its transnational  curriculum,  trainees  have    prospects  for  employment  in  global 

markets.  
• Knowledge  partnership  with  the  academy enables  access  to  a  variety of effective 

learning modules that straddle across all relevant industrial segments - in the domain of skill 
as well as education. It provides customized practice curricula - based on specific needs of 
fabrication shops. It also partners in setting up welding skill development centers, including 
the supply of all infrastructure, content, execution, assessment/ certification. 

• The academy also maintains a Talent Pool and closely interacts with industry for gainful 
placements.

Contact Information: ramankumar@adorwac.in 
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I. BACKGROUND
For a fast growing and evolving industry like the construction industry, the need for skilled 
labour is paramount and L&T Construction is playing a key role in creating skilled labour 
through its Construction Skills Training Institutes (CSTIs) that are spread across the country.

L&T began to promote Construction Vocational Training (CVT) in India by establishing a 
Construction Skills Training Institute (CSTI) in late 1995 at Chennai. For  more  than  a  decade,  
CSTI  has  been  developing  skilled  workforce  through structured training. Such structured 
training enables both fresh skilling, re-skilling and up-skilling to  progressively  improve  their  
knowledge  and  competencies  in  the respective trades. Construction skill standards are 
formulated for different trades after carefully analyzing the knowledge and  skill expected for 
each level of competency.

 

II. INTERVENTION
 
The Construction Skills Training Institute (CSTI) has separate conducive campuses at Chennai, 
Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Delhi and Cuttack for practical and 
class room training, set up with the following objectives:
• To train the construction workforce to meet the challenges and demand for world class 

construction skills in terms of safety, quality of workmanship and time.
• To identify the training  needs  of the construction workforce and  set  standards to monitor 

their occupational competencies and technical skills deployed in the industry.

L&T CONSTRUCTION SKILL
TRAINING INSTITUTE

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Centres at Chennai, Mumbai, Ahmedabad,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Delhi and
Cuttack

L&T Construction

Skilled manpower needs of the Construction
Sector

1995
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• To disseminate knowledge and appropriate skill practices through recognized systems of 
training, testing and certification to validate competency levels.

• To  facilitate  training  by  setting  up  modular  training  schools  with  well-defined 
infrastructure and curriculum.

• To serve the social objective of the organization by channelizing the potential and strength 
of rural youth in India for producing a trained construction workforce capable of delivering 
world class standards.

In order to meet the ever increasing demand for developing skilled workforce in the construction 
industry, CSTI has initiated the following joint ventures with vocational training institutes across 
the country to train rural youth: 
•    L&T had entered into a MoU with Henry Boot Training Ltd. and the Construction Industry 

Training Board of UK for the development of modular training.

•    CSTD signs MoU with Odisha Government 
 Construction Skills Training department signed an MoU with the Odisha Government on 

17th December 2012 for  setting up of a main construction skills training Institute (CSTI) at 
Cuttack - Odisha, 4 sub centers for sourcing of candidates and adopt 5 ITIs as knowledge 
partners for imparting Construction skills training.

•    CSTI signs MoU for expanding the sourcing area and training capacity 
 L&T's Construction Skills Training Institute has signed a MoU with ELDECO Real Estate 

Developers in its process of expanding the sourcing area and training capacity. In this 
model, the eligible candidates will be sourced by ELDECO and there after the first 
month of training will be imparted at Lucknow following which the trainees will be sent to 
CSTI-Pilakhuwa for two months training.

•    Tie-up with MoRD 
 L&T has entered into a MoU in March 2009 with the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), 

Govt. of India in support of MoRD's implementation of "Demand Driven Skill Development 
Programme" of livelihood through training. This strategic tie-up with MoRD is a part of 
L&T's Skill Development initiative by means of training the rural youth in Construction 
Skills, to enable their livelihood and it is covered under Swaranjayanti Gram Swarojgar 
Yojana (SGSY) Scheme of Government of India.
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• CSTC - Chhindwara 
 Construction Skills training institute has been set up at Chhindwara in collaboration with 

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII).
• JSS Mahavidyapeetha
 L&T-CSTD signed a MoU with JSS Mahavidyapeetha, Mysuru on 7th  July 2008 to provide  

Construction  Skills  Training  to  the  unemployed  youth  of  Mysore  and Chamarajanagar.
• Tie-up with Gujarat Government
 Signed MoU with the Directorate of Employment & Training (Labour & Employment 

Department), Govt. of Gujarat for setting-up construction related trades in Govt. ITIs under 
MES.

• CSTI Signs MoU with Jindal Steel and Power Limite
 The Construction Skills Training Institute (CSTI) of L&T Construction has signed a MoU  

with  Jindal  Steel  and  Power  Ltd  (JSPL)  on  April  3,  2012,  to  promote construction 
skills training centres in Angul and Barbil in Odisha, Godda in Bihar, Patratu in Jharkand 
and Punjipathra in Chhattisgarh.

• Tie-up with Tribal Department (Development Support Agency of Gujarat) 
Signed an MoU with the Tribal Department (Development Support Agency of Gujarat) 
Govt. of Gujarat for training ST youth in construction sector .

• Tie-up with Gujarat Technical University (NSS) for Skill Awareness programme 
Signed  MoU  with  the  Gujarat  Technical  University  Govt.  of  Gujarat  for  Skill 
Awareness programme to rural level under NSS

• Training to rural Mason under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) scheme of 
rural development - Government of Gujarat

III. IMPACT
In the last 20 years:
• Over 50,000 trained technicians from Construction Skills Training Institutes (CSTIs)
• Over 1,25,000 workmen through MoUs & tie-ups
• Over 1,50,000 workmen of subcontractors
• Over 2,00,000 workmen trained through e-learning modules

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Such structured training enables both new entrants and less experienced workers in the 

Industry to progressively improve their knowledge and competencies in the respective 
trades. 

• Training and absorbing in their own company is a win-win for both the industry partner and 
the trainee.

Contact Information:vrparekh@lntecc.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Centurion University aims at giving the most socially & economically disadvantaged sections 
of  society from the most challenging, remote and difficult geographies of the country an equal 
opportunity to earn livelihoods sustainably through vocational training and  skill development 
which is integrated into the mainstream education. Their underlying philosophy relies on 
experiential based learning, hands-on-knowledge and practice oriented pedagogy as well as 
enabling lifelong learning by going the extra mile to support youth beyond the duration of their 
degree / diploma / vocational course and help build career paths. This is achieved through 
strong post placement networks and  support  and  implementation  of  work  integrated  skill  
training  &  qualifications through NSQF.

II. INTERVENTION
Unique Revenue Model
Traditional models adopted by training institutes, vocational training providers, NGOs 
etc. depend primarily on government subsidies or CSR support, grants & donations. 
Centurion-Gram Tarang was among the first to make residential training mandatory for 
vocational courses and  have focused on the capital-intensive manufacturing sector which 
has high investment requirement & higher cost of delivery but with high employment potential. 
They have worked actively towards affordability of training & long term sustainability through a 
unique 1/3 x 1/3 x 1/3 revenue model that depends on training cost being borne for by the 

CENTURION UNIVERSITY
& GRAM TARANG, ODISHA

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Odisha, AP, NE, Jharkhand, Rajasthan, Haryana,
MP, Chhattisgarh, & Punjab

Centurion University & Gram Tarang, Odisha

Providing equal opportunity to earn livelihoods to
socially & economically disadvantaged sections 
from difficult geographies

2010
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three key stakeholders involved: Individuals (students), Government and Enterprise (industry).
1. Government Schemes: Gram Tarang has linked with various government schemes 

through the Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship (PMKVY), Ministry of Rural 
Development (DDU GKY) and Housing Urban Development Department (SJSRY – NULM), 
to subsidize the training costs for BPL (Below Poverty Line) candidates and SC/STs.

2. Industry Sponsorships/CSR:  The industry integration is complete by involvement 
in the training cycle by funding some portion of the training costs of the youth. These 
partnerships ensure that those specific skill-sets are imparted to the trainee and they 
are partly or fully sponsored by the hiring company.

3. Student fee: To ensure seriousness of the students, they are encouraged to pay their own 
fee entirely or party through one of the following means: 

a. Pay as you earn: Gram Tarang encourages trainees to undertake training on credit and 
paid on installments once the candidate gets employment.

b. Training cum Production: Gram Tarang also operates a small scale production unit where 
some of the trainees for Welding, Fabrication & Fitter are employed as interns to enhance 
learning in a live production environment.

Their trainings are characterized as follows:
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Some of the other key highlights of Gram Tarang are:
1. Institutional approach & long term focus through qualification linked courses: Run & 

manage 6 NCVT affiliated ITIs, an Institute of Training of Trainers (ITOT), Testing Centre 
for Testing the Competencies of Assessors of Empanelled Assessing Bodies under the 
SDI Scheme.

2. Institutional partnership: Centurion University designs and delivers training programmes 
for school dropouts through a partnership with NIOS for vertical mobility academically, 
which are meant for aspirational professional growth.

3. Joint skill development programmes with industry partnerships in state-of-the-art 
workshops & labs for experiential based learning with Ashok  Leyland, Godrej  & Boyce,  
Yamaha,  Hyundai,  Volvo  Eicher,  Café  Coffee  Day,  Eicher  Tractors  & Schneider 
Electric. 

4. Gender sensitivity & diversity focus with 40% of trainees being women and several 
women trainers and involvement of minorities & STs in training.

5. Pioneered a qualifications framework - Centurion Vocational Educatio Qualifications 
Framework (CVEQF), aligned to NSQF

6. Linked with National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) to allow pathways into 
higher education

7. Trainers: University Teachers are sent to Industry/ Tools Rooms for Training on real- time 
basis, Technicians  or experts in the industry who want to  return home, Ex- servicemen 
are recruited as trainers.

8. Learning Pedagogy: Applying the theory in action learning labs & live production 
environment.

9. CSR support from partners like Union Bank of India, Mindtree Foundation, Gap Inc, 
BEML, RECL, NTPC, NALCO, Axis Foundation, HPCL.

10.  Working for the differently abled: Skill programme for hearing & speech impaired 
youth (called Wonders of Silence) in partnership with CCD, Mindtree Foundation & Marks 
& Spencer

11.  Awards & Accolades: Awarded Best Skill Provider in India in 2012 by NSDC and Best 
Skill Center in 2014; awarded for three successive years by FICCI at the global skills 
summits in 2012, 2013 & 2014.
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III. IMPACT
Gram Tarang has trained over 90,000 youth across various industry sectors with a
placement record of 74% through strong partnerships with the industry.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Centurion University of Technology and Management (CUTM) is working actively towards 

establishing a market-driven model that is both sustainable and scalable. The 1/3 x 1/3 x 
1/3 revenue model that has been adopted depends on training costs being paid for by the 
three key stakeholders involved: Individuals, Government and Enterprises.  The model has 
been recognized as a best practice and is being replicated in Assam, Chhattisgarh and 
Punjab.

• Workplace retention, building career paths for students through lifelong learning and 
training of trainers are the major roadblocks in the scaling of skill development; this 
problem is addressed in this ecosystem of a University, Skill company working closely with 
the Government and industry.

•    Focus on building deeper industry participation, linkages & involvement in education and 
skill development through the setting-up of state-of-the-art, technologically advanced 
industry standard workshops and labs with modern machines, tools & equipment, 
involvement in curriculum and content development and training of faculty and trainers.

Contact Information: president@cutm.ac.in; mukti.mishra@cutm.ac.in 
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I. BACKGROUND
The  Confederation  of  Indian  Industry  (CII)  is  a  not-for-profit,  industry  led  and managed 
organization that works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the growth of 
industry in India, partnering industry and government alike through advisory and consultative 
processes.

CONFEDERATION OF
INDIAN INDUSTRIES (CII)

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan India

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

Impart technical training with direct involvement
of industry; underprivileged candidates 
in blue collar trades

1989
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II. INTERVENTION
Skill Hubs: CII has set up 3 Skill Hubs to impart technical training in various manufacturing 
& services trades in Odisha, Madhya Pradesh & Assam.  An important aspect of the training 
programme is the direct involvement of industry members with several organisations that 
impart quality training.

Skill Gurukuls
CII partners Pan-IIT Alumni Reach for India (PARFI) for a unique and sustainable training model 
i.e Rural Skill Gurukuls. The initiative is a first-of-its-kind loan-based model for financing 
the skilling of underprivileged candidates in blue collar trades with 100% placement track 
record. Each Gurukul is established to meet a single employer’s requirement and is supported 
by such Industry through equipment and trainers. The Skill Gurukuls are vocational finishing 
schools with fulltime, residential training of 30-45 days in various trades. These Gurukuls 
have been established in Jharkhand, West Bengal, Bihar, Puducherry, Andhra Pradesh,                                    
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Odisha and Madhya Pradesh.

Centre

Assam

Madhya 
Pradesh

Odisha Farmer Training, Hospitality,
Heavy  Machine  Operation,  IT, 
ITES, Data Entry

JCB, Paradip Phospates,
Gupta Power, and other
Local MSMEs

Plumbing, Road Construction,
Bar- Bending, Masonry, T
ractor Repair, Civil Construction, 
Cooking  &  Bakery,  TAEP, 
Micro Irrigation, LHP Genset

Cummins,GMR,
Gmmco/CAT, JCB, L&T, M&M, 
Taj Hotels, SPCL, Toyota, Voltas

Hospitality, Welding, Fitter and
Assistant Beauty

IOCL

Trades Industry Partner
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Some of the trades taught are:
• Construction & Allied, Masonry, Bar-bending, Scaffolding, MEP, Tiling, Waterproofing, Glass, 

Tower Erection, HVAC
• Logistics & transportation, Forklift driving, LCV driving, Car Driving, Last Mile delivery
•    Manufacturing Welding, Fitting, production support

Besides Rural Skill Gurukuls and Skill Hubs, CII is also providing training under Project 
Swavalamban, Project ‘Kaushalya’ and through Dedicated Freight Corridor 
Corporation of India (DFCClL) for providing training and capacity building to marginalized 
youth and linking them to employment/self-employment opportunities.  CII  is  also  partnering  
with  Ministry  of  Labour  &  Employment  to establish 3 Model Career Centres (MCC) in 
Gurgaon, Mumbai and Chennai. The CII led MCC’s have gone one step beyond to involve 
online assessments, soft-skill training and placement linkages through its core partners: 
LinkedIn, PeopleStrong & Wheebox. It addresses the needs of both the job-seekers and 
job-providers. The services offered at the CII MCCs are acting as a one-stop solution for 
industry to tap into a skilled youth workforce, while providing youth with the linkages to gainful 
employment.

III. IMPACT
• Currently there are 22 Skill Gurukuls operational predominantly in LWE & backward districts. 

The Skill Gurukuls train 6,600 students per annum.
•    Each of the 3 CII Skill Hubs successfully train and place over 2,500 youth per annum.
• CII has operationalized 2 centres in Gurugram. The CII MCC also conducts mega job fairs 

regularly to augment its vision with participation of 50-100 employers & 5,000 10,000 youth 
at each job fair.

• Project  Swavalamban  is  being  successfully  implemented  in  17  states  through  36 
centres in 16 trades. In the last 11 years CII has trained over 20,000 marginalised youth 
under this initiative and has now scaled up the impact to 3,500 youth per annum.

•    Project Kaushalya impacts 2000 Underprivileged Youth per annum.
• Training with Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India (DFCClL) is through 10 centres  

in  10  trades  across  India.  CII impacts  1,500  youth  per  annum  under this initiative

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
The Rural Skill Gurukuls initiative is a first-of-its-kind loan-based model for financing the skilling 
of underprivileged candidates in blue collar trades with 100% placement track record. The 
services offered at the CII MCCs are acting as a one-stop solution for industry to tap into skilled 
youth workforce, while providing youth with the linkages to gainful employment.

Contact Information: shashwat.shrivastava@cii.in 
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I. BACKGROUND
Pratham Education Foundation,  a non-profit organization working in the primary education 
sector was launched in Mumbai in 1994. Pratham Institute for literacy, education and vocational 
training was set up in 2005 to help provide individuals with practical skills with the following 
objectives:
• To provide vocational skills training and subsequent job opportunities to underprivileged 

youth from economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
• To help youth build confidence and develop the foundational skills needed to succeed in 

the professional world.
• To meet the labour demands of high-growth sectors in India.
• To create entrepreneurs through mentoring and financial support.

II. INTERVENTION
1. Pratham Arora Centre for Education (PACE)
Six  industry-specific  programmes  are  offered  through  about  a  100  PACE  centersspread 
across 16 states. The courses provide youth with the necessary first-hand experience of 
growing industries — Beauty, Hospitality, Construction, Electrical, Bedside Assistance and 
Automotive.

PRATHAM EDUCATION
FOUNDATION

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan India

Pratham Education Foundation

Making youth from rural areas, urban slums, and
minority communities industry ready

2005
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Curricula for these courses have been developed in partnership with leading corporations such 
as Godrej, Larsen and Toubro, and Tata Motors. The theoretical and practical elements of each 
course help students gain a holistic learning experience.

Students are recruited from various rural areas, urban slums, and minority communities to 
be trained for a period of 3 months. The eligibility criteria for joining any of these courses are 
the applicant's interest and inclination as opposed to high school achievements. Along with 
certification, the course also provides students with placement and job opportunities.

2. Learn Now Pay Later (LNPL)
This scheme forms a large part of their sustainability plan. The aim is to recover the costs 
expended by the donors in any particular center, after the youth have completed training 
and been placed in jobs. Through this they provide the rural youth with a chance to become 
financially viable and self-sufficient in their chosen career paths. At the same time, they impact 
a wider pool of rural youth since our costs are recovered and can be reused to reach out to 
more youth from rural areas. 

3. Entrepreneurship programmes caters to youth, especially women, who want to set up 
their own businesses. Talented and interested individuals are selected and given material 
support and mentorship.

4. Migration-support: Lack of affordable accommodation is one of the major reasons why 
trainees refuse jobs in cities. To address this challenge, Pratham has launched the migration 
vertical in December 2016. Pratham Hostels have been launched in Mumbai, Delhi and 
Chandigarh. Youth can reside at a nominal cost in clean and safe environment.

5.  Employment  Awareness  Camp  (EAC):  In  April  2016,  Pratham  launched  theEmployee 
Awareness Camp in Maharashtra, primarily targeted at youth aged between 14- 25 years. The 
programme, launched in partnering with UNDP and the Government of Maharashtra aims at 
spreading employment awareness through technological interventions and using ‘experiential’ 
camps. A device called the ‘Rasberry Pie’ filled with content has been distributed to every ‘Skill 
Sakhi’ group that can be viewed once attached to a screen. Pratham reaches over 30,000 
youth through this initiative across 4 districts in Maharashtra.

6. Mobile Van: This Mobile Van was launched in Dhamtari, Chhattisgarh, to reach out to 
women in remote and tribal areas. The project is supposed to reach 5,000 women and spread 
awareness about basic grooming, bodily awareness, legal and financial literacy and also about 
employment and vocational training.

7. Pratham Alumni (PAL): Through Alumni chapters, Pratham keeps in touch with youth 
and supports them to continue in their jobs, provides support for next level placements or 
entrepreneurship as required, conducts alumni networking events to develop a social network 
for trainees, develops and incentivizes buddy-mentors from among the alumni themselves 
to guide newly placed youth. The PAL network has 8 chapters with a network of over 3,000 
members.
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III. IMPACT
• Students trained – 60,000 in industry specific trades
•  Placement Rate – Average at 75-85%
• Entrepreneurs Supported – over 1,000
• No. of states – 16

Special segments of youth impacted by Pratham:
• Naxal-violence affected youth in Varanasi (partnership with CRPF), Simdega (Jharkhand),  

Gadchiroli and Gondia (Maharashtra), Sukma (Chhattisgarh).
• Tribal youth in Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, especially women.
• Youth in forest buffer zones in Kanha, Sawai Madophur and Pench, in partnership with 

Forest Departments.
• Juvenile delinquents in Mumbai, in partnership with Police department. Farmer 

suicide-affected families in Yavatmal, Maharashtra. Leprosy- affected families from 
designated colonies across different states with Sasakawa India Leprosy Foundation 
(SILF).

• Major focus on training women in non-traditional trades like electrical, automotive and  
construction with a focus on creating female role models. More than 300 girls trained in 
these trades so far.
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IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The Foundation provides vocational skills training and subsequent job opportunities to 

underprivileged youth from economically disadvantaged backgrounds to help youth build 
confidence and develop the foundational skills needed to succeed in the professional world. 
Curricula for these courses have been developed in partnership with leading corporations 
such as Godrej, Larsen and Toubro, and Tata Motors.

• Initiatives like Mobile Van and Employment Awareness Camp (EAC) address the problem of 
access for far and unreached areas as well as focusing on target groups that need these 
trainings the most, for instance, through skill sakhi groups, women from economically 
disadvantaged parts of Maharashtra are benefitted.

• Learn Now Pay Later scheme recovers the costs expended by the donors in any particular 
center, after the youth have completed training and been placed in jobs. Through this they 
provide the rural youth with a chance to become financially viable and self-sufficient in their 
chosen career paths.

Contact Information: medha.uniyal@pratham.org 
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I. BACKGROUND
Don  Bosco  Technical  Institute  is  a placement  driven  and  skill  training  Institute,established 
in 1971 and owned by the Don Bosco Group. The motto of the institute is 'learn a trade, earn 
a living', and  intends to mainstream the  youth into the formal organized  job  market  through  
market  driven  skill  development  interventions.  The course  modules  are  designed  carefully  
with  industry  inputs  to  keep  in  tune  with changing demands of the market. Till date, it has 
skilled 8800 students, in 14+ short and long term courses.

II. INTERVENTION
Unlike inflexible, conventional training courses that do not keep pace with the ever- changing 
job markets, the training programmes run by DBTI are marked by several distinctive features 
that set them apart from other run-of-the-mill vocational courses, such as:
1. DBTI is affiliated to the NCVT, CVE (ISCE), NIELIT, Don Bosco Certificate, and Don Bosco 

University under which it offers courses like COPA, machinist, machinist grinder, turner, 
and draughtsman, graphic design technician, CNC skills, hardware and networking, and 
IT courses like O level and BCA among other courses.

2. A typical training programme ranges from 1-3 years, but DBTI also offers short term (3 

DON BOSCO TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

New Delhi

Don Bosco Technical Institute (DBTI)

Institute intends to mainstream the youth into 
the formal organized job market through 
market driven skill development interventions.

1971
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months’) courses affiliated with the Sector Skill Council. The courses offered are-helper 
electrician, assistant electrician, CNC operator. The curriculum is constantly upgraded 
and improved with feedback and inputs from industry professionals, in tune with actual 
industry requirements.

3. To  reinforce  the  students’  learning  further,  classroom  teaching  is supplemented  with  
practical  training,  for  which  DBTI  provides  an  excellent infrastructural support, in the 
form of  state-of-the-art  equipment  and  teaching software. The regular assessments 
conducted internally provides on-going learning opportunity for the trainee.

4. To  ensure  that  trainees  have  sufficient  knowledge  to  shape  their decision  on  the  
training  they  would  like  to  pursue,  trainees  are  admitted  to Mechanical or Computer 
or Printing sectors without defining their specific programme. The group is kept together 
for a period of two months over a common training programme where they are able to 
understand the specific area of training. In addition, each trainee attends counselling to 
identify their areas of training and career path.

5. Mechanical and Printing workshop facilities train them on-job works from industries, NGOs 
and institutions. The classroom training is followed up with on-the-job apprentice training, 
which confers a two-fold benefit – the students gain useful  work  experience  by  honing  
their  untapped  potential  /  skills,  while  the employers can mould the trainees to their 
organizational job requirements before absorption.

6. DBTI  facilitates  self-exploration  by  the  trainee  of  his  /  her  inner  potential,  by devoting 
exclusive life-skill  sessions  that include self-evaluation  exercises  and group 
/ industry interactions that are aimed at better equipping the trainees to face life’s 
practical aspects. DBTI acts as a catalyst for the transformation and transition of young 
people from learning to earning, or from qualified to work-readiness to higher goals to 
achieve a better world.
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III. IMPACT
•    8800 youth under training; 6600 on-campus placement
•    14 different courses; 14+ short term courses
•    8800+ alumni
•   100+ staff

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Don Bosco Technical Institute goes beyond rigid curriculum-based learning  and  adopts  

flexible,  market-oriented  learning  modules,  which  are administered by appropriate 
trainer. The trainers encourage the students to develop their inherent capabilities, identify 
and articulate their strengths and constraints, and develop solutions to solve them in a 
self-directed manner.

• Engaging in one-to-one dialogue with the students, the trainers guide them to learn from 
their life experiences and take responsibility for their own advancement, as well as that of 
their families and communities.

• The  Institute  also  organizes  a  variety  of  co-curricular  activities including a series 
of celebration of cultural feasts, outdoor games, guest lectures, seminars, debates, 
quizzes, industrial interactions and EDP sessions, etc. The Institute endeavors to involve 
students in almost all areas of professional and cultural activities through various groups 
and group-dynamics. Co-curricular activities have wide horizon to cater to the cultural, 
social, aesthetic development of the child. It provides the avenues of socialization, 
self-identification and self- assessment when the child comes in contact with organizers, 
fellow participants, teachers, and people outside the school during cultural activity.

Contact Information: ad.finance@dbtech.co.in
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I. BACKGROUND
People's Rural Education Movement (PREM) is a secular, humanitarian, non-political
and non-governmental organization founded in 1984 and working for the development of 
Adivasi (Tribal), Dalit, Fisher folk and other marginalized communities of Odisha and 
neighbouring states of India.

‘Project PREMA’ is an innovative programme of skill training and entrepreneurship 
development focused on marginalized sections of the society, mostly women of scheduled 
tribe, scheduled caste and fisher folk.  It is a joint venture of PREM and AXIS Bank Foundation.

II. INTERVENTION
The five year long developmental programme, started in 2011 is implemented in 17blocks 
of 5 districts in Odisha State to reach 10,000 beneficiaries. Efforts are being undertaken to 
empower young women to achieve sustainable income by adoption of business plans through 
the programme.  The operational area of the project includes comparatively underdeveloped 
515 villages of 171 Gram Panchyats in Ganjam, Gajapati, Rayagada, Kondhamal and Puri 
Districts of Odisha.

PEOPLE'S RURAL EDUCATION 
MOVEMENT (PREM) & 

AXIS BANK FOUNDATION

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Odisha

People's Rural Education Movement (PREM) &
AXIS  Bank Foundation

Adivasi (Tribal), Dalit, Fisher folk and other
marginalized communities

2011
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Grihini
Grihini involves an innovative training module. The beneficiaries undergo a short term two  day 
long  exposure  training  followed  by  handhold  support  in  implementing business plans, 
both at individual or group level. The Community Resource Persons not only disseminate 
useful business related information, impart training, but also attempt to solve all types of 
problems the entrepreneur faces in course of operation of business  plan on  day-to -day 
basis.  Adoption  of scientific methods,  availability of expert’s advice and timely monitoring, 
results in success of almost all such ventures.

Grihini Training enables the trainees for resource creation from 4 different sources. They are 
exposed to various welfare schemes run by the government such as BPL status, employment 
through MGNREGA, support for agriculture, education and health care, loan facilities from 
banks and food security law etc. They are also encouraged to gather  benefits  provided  by  
the  government  by  allocation  of  land  under  FRA, individual housing under IAY, recovery of 
mortgaged land and purchase of land for asset creation.

AshaJyoti 
‘Project PREMA’ implements vocational training for adolescent girls through AshaJyoti. 
Coaching facilities are being offered for school drop-out girls to appear in secondary school 
examination and opportunities for employment, such as Industrial Sewing machine Operation 
at textile firms outside the state are being facilitated for interested girls.

Advanced Agriculture Training
Advanced  Agriculture  Training  opportunities  are  offered  to  young  farmers  with leadership 
qualities. The trainees learn improved agriculture practice and demonstrate the same in their 
native villages after completion of the course to attract the attention of the local farmers.

Model Village
The training strives to encourage and develop entrepreneurship sprit among the rural women 
to adopt small business such as backyard poultry, goat rearing, diary, and kitchen garden 
at the individual level or trading locally available produce, management of cottage industries 
at group level. Such entrepreneurs are motivated to act as change agents  to  create  clean  
environment,  send  children  to  schools,  adopt  health  care practices, operate savings 
bank accounts and participate in local governance etc. Their collective efforts translate into 
building-up ‘Model Villages’.

‘Project PREMA’ Model Village fixes 8 criteria for development of a village, which include 
(i) supply of safe drinking water and availability of toilet, (ii) construction of well ventilated 
kitchen and use of smokeless Chulla, (iii) complete immunization of the children, (iv) admission 
and retention of all children in the schools, (v) avoidance of labour related migration, (vi) 
alcohol-free environment, (vii) litigation free community and (viii) adoption of sustainable 
income generation activities by every women in the village.
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III. IMPACT
• Ashajyoti: Over 400 girls have availed such benefits during the past 4 years and during FY 

2014-15, 19 beneficiaries were enrolled in the programme.
• Grihini: Majority of its target population, about 7,800 young women are covered under 

Grihini Training.
• Advanced Agriculture Training: A total number of 150 beneficiaries have been trained from 

programme villages during last 3 years and 80 beneficiaries are trained during FY 2014-5.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
Project PREMA has interrelated outcomes:
• It increases young people's access to address the market demand for skilled labour at fair 

wages.
• Trains   adolescent   and   youth   in   computer   hardware,   computer software, hotel 

management, driving, women's home-based livelihood, nursing, security guarding, 
advanced agriculture and/or electrical maintenance, spoken English to have annual 
income above poverty line.

• Develops the characters, attitudes and personalities of youth in such a way that they 
become the bearers of professional and personal value-based social change in their 
communities. 

• Builds the capacities of adolescent girls and women in rural areas resulting in alternate 
livelihood options and becoming a role model and leader for other gendered members of 
the community.

Contact Information:foundation@axisbank.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
Community  And  Progress  (CAP)  Foundation  is  an  innovative  community  based initiative 
demonstrating end-to-end solutions that link learning and livelihood for the disadvantaged 
young people and women. With  its  head  Office in  Hyderabad,  CAP’s skill development 
projects spread across 15 states of India covering 6 Maoists affected states and LoC districts 
in Kashmir. Addressing livelihood issues, CAP has pioneered the development of an 
integrated approach with need and aspiration based transition support through providing 
Academic –Vocational and Occupational programs through in-school, out-of-school and 
post-school program interventions. These include Bridge schools, Vocational Junior  
Colleges,  Community  College, Degree College and CAP Institute of Hotel Management that 
help them move out of poverty and towards secure futures and positive citizenship.

II. INTERVENTION
CAP’s Employability Model comprises of the 9 steps (copyright material of CAP) involved in 
identification, training, placement and enterprise development support for the youth:

COMMUNITY AND PROGRESS
(CAP) FOUNDATION

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Pan India; Other Asian and African Countries

CAP Foundation

Disadvantaged Youth

2003
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The program sets four sequenced strategic objectives for achieving the programme goal:
• Enabling the most disadvantaged youth especially young women in most vulnerable 

locations to sustain mobilization for increased and equitable participation in work force 
development through effective alumni network and local partnerships. 

• Customized,  contemporary and  quality training  for  market  oriented  work  force 
development by institutionalizing mechanism to systematically build competency of 
trainers to sustain the training programme.

• Institutionalized  programme  interface  with  industry,  relevant  government  and  other 
institutions for placement, accreditations, certification and resource mobilization.

• Mainstream  the  programme  model  or  its  best  practices  (processes,  procedure, 
partnerships and pedagogy) in the work force development and positively influence policy 
and regulatory barriers through research, advocacy and networking.

The model is primarily designed to improve the skills and employability status of some of the 
most vulnerable youth from rapidly urbanizing small towns and backward rural disadvantaged  
districts,  make  them  competitive  in  the  job  market  by  providing demand-driven 
contemporary skills training with job placement support and enable them  to  aspire  to  
assimilate  into  the  new  economy labour  market.  By projecting potential  labour  market  
opportunities,  this  program  enables  the  youth  to  make informed choice options about 
gaining access to skills and competencies to decent jobs. Trainees who successfully 
graduate from the short term certificate course and take up job placements can then 
continue to acquire, at their pace, additional competencies and receive diplomas and career 
advancement opportunities through flexible direct classes or e-learning in distance learning 
mode.

All projects have utilised pro-poor approaches and are effectively targeting the marginalized 
and vulnerable groups of population that are out-of-reach of mainstream government 
interventions. These include the rural poor, dalits, primitive tribes, minorities, migrants and 
displaced persons, physically challenged persons, sex workers and women-headed families 
in multiple remote locations apart from the historically deprived groups and sections as 
defined by the Indian Constitution. Baseline surveys to identify the poorest amongst the 
socially backward youth and women had been conducted and  effective selection criteria to 
prioritise the most deserving groups for enrolment and training was also made.
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The Academic Pathway – CAP’s Teen Channel programme, through Community Learning 
Centres, reaches out to the adolescents who opt out of school as well as potential drop-outs 
between the ages 14- 18 years by providing them opportunities and support for accelerated 
learning for high school completion through State Board of Education as well as the National 
Open School framework.   This enables them to learn through flexible learning hours as well 
as earn by engaging in non- exploitative family supporting part time jobs wherever necessary. 
It is reaching out to at least 200 students between 14-18 years every year. Course duration is 
9 months-5 years.

CAP Teen Channel programme include basic skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing), 
academic competencies for 7th & 10th class certification, life skills, basic computer literacy, 
spoken English, pre-vocational education module for career exploration, apprenticeship 
and part-time employment support, Integrated Adolescent Development Plan (IADP)- for 
Monitoring and guidance. It is understood that CAP follows systematic steps to make the 
CAP Teen Channel programmes a success. First of all identification of the locations where 
there is large concentration of school dropouts and likely dropouts are made. Having identified 
the strategic and vulnerable point, awareness has been created through the distribution of 
pamphlets and exhibiting placard informing the availability of  such learning centers and likely 
benefits of passing out the course including getting employment within the city etc.  Also, 
during the awareness campaign, the programme also allows pursuing higher education 
in case the trainees so desire. Once the prospective trainees start coming, an interview 
is conducted to know their depth of knowledge which would facilitate grouping them 
homogeneously according to learning level.

The Vocational Pathway – CAP has initiated Vocational Junior Colleges affiliated to the  
State  Board  of  Intermediate  Education,  Government  of  Telangana,  to  provide senior 
secondary level education in vocational streams like multimedia, animation, hospitality and  
automobile  mechanics.  The  youth  completing  the  course  from  the colleges have access 
to formal tertiary education at Collegiate/ University level besides opportunity to access skilled 
jobs. Over the last 8 years over 3000 students have been supported  to  benefit  from  the 
vocational  junior  colleges  and  either  continue their higher education and access decent 
jobs in an ‘earn while you learn’ mode or go for formal graduation.

The Occupational Pathway- A market oriented and placement linked short term 3 months 
and 6 months Basic Employability Skills Training (BEST), which was earlier known as Ek 
Mouka (one opportunity), is provided to the disadvantaged NEET youth (those who are neither 
in education nor in employment). Over 250,000 young people have been supported with 
employability skills training with over 75% job placement in the  country.  Through  CAP  
Workforce  Development  Institute  Private  Limited  the model has been replicated in over 
8 countries including Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal and sub Saharan countries like Egypt, 
Tanzania, Sudan, South Sudan and Kenya.

These pathways can be provided as a continuum or independent to each other in community 
based centers to support their transition from school to work or to higher education or further 
career progression.
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III. IMPACT
•  2.89 lakh youth have benefitted from the programme both through the direct operations of 

CAP Foundation and technical services of CAP WDI.
•  Over 9,000 students have undergone the Teen Channel support for High School 

Completion through the state board examinations / National Open Schools.
•  In the last 8 years, over 3000 students have been supported to benefit from the vocational 

junior colleges.
•  Over  250,000  young  people  have  been  supported  with  employability  skills training 

with over 75% job placement in the country.

CAP’s model has been adapted in many contexts of disadvantaged youth in many countries 
through partnership with leading agencies such as USAID, European Commission, ILO, 
Microsoft, Michael and Susan Dell Foundation and Plan International,

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Effective response to the rapidly increasing needs of the labour market and entry barriers 

such as educational qualifications, loss of wages, language, and cultural constraints. 
• Creating new avenues of  employment  and  entrepreneurship  development  and 

significantly contributing towards strengthening the local economies.
• Programme catalyses acquisition of enhanced knowledge and skills by the trainers and the 

trainees, increased job/ livelihood options for the trainees and growing awareness levels of 
the local communities about the relevance and need for skill development and training.

Contact Information: madhuri.capfoundation@gmail.com 
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I. BACKGROUND
LabourNet is a social enterprise with a vision to enable sustainable livelihoods for men, women 
and youth in urban and rural areas, improving their quality of life. It aims to  impact  10  million  
livelihoods  directly and  indirectly  by 2022  through  lifelong learning  encompassing  all  
spheres  of  development  such  as  rural  development, education and skill development. The 
model comprises of Sourcing of candidates, Training, Certification and Livelihoods 
Enablement through Full-time or Part-time or Self Employment. With more than 1000 
resources and 600+ trainers, LabourNet has footprints in 23 states and 5 Union territories, 
covering over 6000 pin codes. The team operates from 185+ training centers and 240+ 
temporary work sites. Being the second largest training partner under PMKVY initiative and 
third largest partner of NSDC, LabourNet executes 250 vocational training courses in 28 
sectors under various models and have trained over five lakh candidates so far. The 
organization has partnered with various government entities, corporates, schools and 
colleges to achieve its goals.

II. INTERVENTION
A turn-key solution for the marginalized and skill deficient labour force, the model, through the 
built-in 3E ecosystem delivers Empowerment through Education, Employment and Entrepre-
neurship. The solutions are powered by their combined capabilities in employability and entre-
preneurship, capacity building, project implementation and impact consulting. Promotion of 
dignity of labour and respect through  improved  incomes  &  upward  social  mobility  results  
in  significant  social impact. 

LABOURNET
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Implementing Agency
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Pan India

LabourNet

Bridging the gap between demand 
and supply of skills

Year of Launch 2006
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1. Sourcing the right Candidates: Mobilization teams work on ground matching the 
aspirations of the candidates with the training requirements and future livelihood 
opportunities. A robust sourcing process ensure

a. Lesser dropouts
b. More attentive trainees and better knowledge absorption rate 
c.   Good certification rate
d. Better placement rates
e. Serving livelihood to the needy 

2. Training with best resources: Operations team works on field to ensure resources match 
the training requirements to ensure best possible outcome. A robust operations process 
ensures

a. Best available trainers in the market 
b.   Training of trainers
c. Attractive classroom set-up
d. Appropriate equipment and machinery available for practical sessions 

Modular  skilling aimed at 
providing livelihood through 
short term and long- term 
training, counseling & RPL

Lifelong, yet flexible, 
learning options with 
different  entry  and exit 
points to enter the labour 
market

Full-time, part-time and 
flexible employment in the 
informal sector

Organised monthly wages 
and salaried employment

Backward  and  
forward market 
linkages, connection 
with financial 
institutions

Incubation support, 
mentoring, sharing   of 
know-how for group, 
self-employed individuals  
and  micro enterprises

Education Employment  Entrepreneurship
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e.   Providing On-Site training in most of the sectors
f. Inclusion of soft skills and behavioural management trainings 
g.   Sourcing the right people at the right time for the right cause

3. Ensuring Livelihood: Placement team ensures maximum number of candidates are 
either placed or are assisted to take up self-employment, which increases the faith of the 
candidates as well as enables future candidates to join the training. A robust placement 
process comprises of

a. Regular feedback from trainees regarding the course 
b.   Regular interaction with Industry partners
c.   Regular market research and new Job opportunities/requirements
d. Negotiating appropriate pay package for the trainees for better retention rate in 

employment
e. Communication with other teams for the latest training requirements in the market

Models of Intervention
LabourNet realizes its vision and mission to enable livelihoods through three major
intervention models.

Model 1: Hubs and Spoke Model: Through this model, LabourNet focuses on job 
work, self-employment and the establishment of micro enterprises in various sectors.

For instance, in the Agriculture sector, LabourNet has trained and assessed over 16000 
individuals in job roles such as animal health  worker,  dairy  farmer,  seed  processing  worker,  
broiler farm worker, etc., creating placements and self-employment opportunities  for them.  
One such  initiative was  conducting Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) assessment for dairy 
farmers who were customers of Fullerton. Veterinary doctors conducted two day training for the 
dairy farmers in the rural areas. The organisation is also working on a “hub and spoke” model 
in other parts of India for bringing together women and creating  micro -enterprise  tailoring  
units  for  each  taluk  that would be governed and incubated by LabourNet. This would create 
an eco-system where entrepreneurial and employment opportunities are created at the local 
level. The process would involve identifying and screening women and building their capacities 
in tailoring and embroidery to create micro enterprise units.

LabourNet’s total reach
in agriculture sector 
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Model 2: Up-skilling and Re-skilling Model:  LabourNet creates better means of 
livelihoods for currently employed workers through Up-skilling (Recognition of Prior 
Learning) and Re-skilling (Recognition of Prior Learning with Bridge) programs.

Up-skilling enables various employers, who have partnered with LabourNet, to assess 
the current skills of their workforce and help bridge any identified skill gap through further 
training. This sort of re-skilling (RPL with Bridge) ensures that workers are able to advance 
along with the changing technology and market dynamics and continue to stay productive 
for the company. For instance, LabourNet’s re-skilling programs undertaken in sectors like 
rubber and leather have given fresh boost to the businesses of their employers in terms of 
productivity while creating better career opportunities for the workers. This creates a much 
needed learning and development plan among the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
(MSMES). LabourNet provides a trainer who acts as a supervisor for onsite trainings.

III. IMPACT
•  Achieved the milestone of training more than 100000+ trainees.
• Achieved  the  milestone  enabling  the  livelihoods  of  more  than  five  lakh individuals. 
•    Added 23 livelihood centers, 450+ schools and 240+ on-sites training centers and 185+ 

training centers across 23 states and 5 Union territories.
• Established  partnership  with  Leather,  Rubber,  Retail,  Gems  and  Jewellery, Agriculture, 

Apparel, Textile, Construction, Telecom, Automobile, BFSI Sector and Skill Councils.

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Matching the aspirations of youth with training requirements for sustainable livelihood 

opportunities.
• Creating  an  ecosystem  for  entrepreneurial  and  employment  opportunities, particularly 

women at the local level.
•    Availability of certified skilled manpower for MSME.
• Flexible, scalable and ongoing intervention for upliftment of capacities of the marginalized.

Contact Information: pveeresh@labournet.in 

Model 3: Shared Value Model : LabourNet partners with large corporates to create 
shared value through market penetration for products and services.

The focus of the model is job creation through market penetration. The organisation creates 
an eco-system of skilled workers and entrepreneurs based on the demands of the   industry.   
For   instance,   LabourNet   has   successfully   created   shared   value opportunity for Essilor 
through its Eye Mitra program. By training urban and rural youth in optometry, LabourNet has 
enabled entrepreneurial openings for them while helping the company attain business growth 
through its ‘Eye Mitra Opticians’ outlets run by these fresh entrepreneurs.
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I. BACKGROUND
Primary middle school students are targeted under this Society. They come to this Sochum 
(Traditional Dormitory in Chang Naga Tribe dialect) in the evening after dinner and go back 
home in the next morning. The intention is to make children acquire at least one skill suitable 
of his or her interest that will make the child self- dependent in the future.

II. INTERVENTION
ECS, Tuensang had redefined the system of imparting education on skill development, an 
initiative in a formal way through an informal institution like the Morung (Youth Dormitory). ECS 
had introduced Sochum in the year 2006 in 16 villages under Tuensang district.

This institution is established to strengthen the syllabus of the school learning thereby improv-
ing the internal efficiency of the institution. Secondly, apart from the school learning, students 
are taught various skills-based developmental projects by mobilizing local resources. Thirdly, 
it aims to foster self-esteem and leadership qualities in children.

ELEUTHEROS
CHRISTIAN SOCIETY,

TUENSANG, NAGALAND

FACTSHEET

Place of Implementation

Implementing Agency

Target Area/Group

Year of Launch

Nagaland

Eleutheros Christian Society

Primary middle school students

2006
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III. IMPACT
State government organized job oriented skill development MELA with the support of
DGET  in  November  2013.  Over  50  VTPs  participated,  and  around  8000  youths 
attended the fair and enrolled for various training programs. 

IV. KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Making students responsible as intra-generational guardians of the soil and the forest as 

they protect the ecosystem by engaging in conservation practices at a very early stage.
•    Making students self-reliant and generating income.
•    They also make the center for dissemination of technologies to the farmers. Farms are 

developed in every Sochum, where new technologies are introduced through capacitating 
student’s knowledge and skills.

Contact Information: employment_training_ngl@yahoo.com 
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